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Pricing the Future: 

Grain

Prairie into Farm

T
he train did not create the city by itself. Stripped of the rhetoric that 
made it seem a mechanical deity, the railroad was simply a go-be
tween whose chief task was to cross the boundary between city and 
country. Its effects had less to do with some miraculous power in the 

scream of a locomotive’s whistle than with opening a corridor between 
two worlds that would remake each other. Goods and people rode the 
rails to get to market, where together buyers and sellers from city and 
country priced the products of the earth. In this sense, Chicago was just 
the site of a country fair, albeit the grandest, most spectacular country fair 
the world had ever seen. The towns and farms that seemed to spring 
magically into being when railroads appeared in their vicinity were actu
ally responding to the call of that fair. But so was Chicago itself Its un
precedented growth in the second half of the nineteenth century was in 
no small measure the creation of people in its hinterland, who in sending 
the fruits of their labor to its markets brought great change to city and 
country alike. “The cities have not made the country,” reflected one long
time resident of Chicago in 1893; “on the contrary, the country has com
pelled the cities. . . . Without the former the latter could not exist. With
out farmers there could be no cities.Nowhere was this more true than 
in Chicago.

Farmers brought a new human order to the country west of the Great 
Lakes, as revolutionary in its own way as the train or the city itself. 
Potawatomis and other Indian peoples had been raising com on small 
plots of land around Lake Michigan for generations, but always on a
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limited scale. The new Euroamerican farmers, on the other hand, raised 
corn with an eye to the market, and so grew much greater quantities on 
much larger plots ot land, especially once they could ship their harvest by 
rail. In addition to eating some of the grain themselves, they did things no 
Indians had ever done with it: turne^it into whisky or fed it to hogs and 
other livestock, in both cases so that they~colild transport it more easifyTo 
market. They also began to raise crops that had never before been^art^ 
the regional landscape: old-world grains, especially wheat, as well as a 
wealth of fruit and vegetable species.

Like maize, which Indians had been breeding for millennia, each of 
these grain and vegetable crops had a long history of human use and 
manipulation. People had been improving them with selective breeding 
for countless generations, so wheat or oats or rye were themselves prod
ucts of human technology—first and second nature woven together in the 
life of a single organism. Most varieties had become specialized enough 
that they could scarcely survive in a wild setting; their success thus de
pended on specialized habitats maintained solely by the labors of human 
beings. To reproduce such habitats, people resorted to a variety of tools. 
To prepare the heavy, dense prairie sod in order that exotic seeds could 
thrive in it, farmers had to turn over the grass and work the soil with 
plowshares and harrows made of iron and steel. To pull these heavy tools, 
they needed draft animals—horses and oxen—whose domestication was 
itself one of the great chapters in the global history of technology. Once 
seeds had become mature plants awaiting harvest, farmers needed still 
other tools—scythes, reapers, and threshers—each of which underwent 
important technological changes during the period of Chicago’s greatest 
growth.2

The glaciers had left the region west of the Great Lakes unusually well 
suited to the organisms and farming techniques that American and Euro
pean migrants brought with them.® In the valleys where braided streams 
had dropped their glacial silt, and on the hillsides where dusty winds had 
redeposited that same silt, mineral-rich soil had been accumulating for 
millennia. Atop it, prairie grasses had made their own contribution. The 
black soil they had produced measured in feet rather than inches and 
contained well over 150 tons of organic matter per acre in what seemed 
an almost inexhaustible fund of fertile earth. The parent rock beneath 
often contained a good deal of lime, which the prairie grasses were adept 
at transporting to the surface. This kept the soil from becoming acidic, 
making it more suitable for the crops farmers sought to raise. Consider
ing the favorable climate as well, it would be hard to imagine a landscape 
better suited to agriculture.^

Families trying to farm such soil at first found it almost too much of a
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good thing, for the native vegetation so thrived upon it that traditional 
plows had trouble cutting through the sod. The grasses formed a mat so 
dense that in upland areas rainwater rarely sank more than six inches into 
the ground, preventing all but the hardiest of competing plants from 
taking root.® Wooden plows with cast-iron edges quickly came to grief 
here. What farmers needed was a steel plow that could cut the tangled 
roots and still hold its edge—exactly the sort of plow that John Deere and 
other prairie manufacturers began to produce in their shops during the 
1840s.® Many farmers hired professional “prairie breakers” who owned 
oversized plows to do the initial cutting. The work had to be carefully 
timed, for if it was done too early the prairie grasses grew back and over
whelmed the crops; if too late, the turned-over vegetation did not rot 
soon enough for a successful planting in the fall. Professional prairie 
breaking was expensive, but well worth the cost for small landowners who 
could not afford to purchase special breaking equipment themselves.’ 
Spared the initial plowing, and also the task of clearing the trees and 
stumps which consumed so much time on forested lands back east, farm
ers could begin at once to seed their land.

As they did so, the native grasses—big and little bluestem, side oats 
grama, Indian grass, and all the others—began their long retreat to the 
margins of cultivation. The dozens of species that together defined the 
prairie ecosystem quickly gave way to the handful of plants that defined 
the farm. The two most popular of these were corn and wheat. Unlike 
their Indian predecessors, who planted with hoes and human labor, 
American farmers could prepare large fields of corn by plowing with draft 
animals. They sowed corn seed, as the prairie proverb recommended, in 
the spring when oak leaves were the size of a squirrel’s ear. To protect the 
young seedlings from weeds, they ran harrows and plows between the 
rows several times before the Fourth of July, when the plants could usu
ally fend for themselves. Families had to harvest corn by hand, but that 
task could wait until October or November, or even the following spring, 
with little damage to the crop. Even though corn brought low prices—few 
Americans, and even fewer Europeans, regarded it as a prime food 
grain—it became a major part of prairie agriculture. People might not 
enjoy eating corn, but animals loved it; moreover, its crop yields were 
extraordinary compared with those of other grains.

Because bread was near the center of most American and European 
diets, wheat was the classic cash crop of western farming. Highly popular 
in most early frontier communities, it brought the best market prices of 
any grain, and was a ready source of income in a way that corn was not 
(unless first converted to pork or alcohol). Farmers sowed winter wheat in 
the fall, harrowed it to cover the seeds, and then harvested it in spring or
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early summer. Unfortunately, wheat farmers in Illinois and Iowa experi
enced a series of bad harvests in the late 1840s and early 1850s, caused by 
bad weather, winterkill, blight, rust, and various insect attacks. They tried 
many different techniques for responding to these problems, sheltering 
the wheat seeds to protect them from winterkill and changing the timing 
of crops so that they would not coincide with the life cycles of pest insects, 
but winter wheat continued to have difficulties. Many farmers therefore 
turned to spring wheat, which they planted after the thaw and harvested 
in late summer or fall.

Harvesting wheat was always much trickier than harvesting corn. Each 
ear ^T coriT sat protectedTn its ovvn husk, and so generally remained 
undamaged by wind, rain, or the death of its parent plant. Not so with 
wlmat and- the other small grains, which could topple from their own 
weight, or drop seeds to the ground ^en overmature, or rot if harvested" 
weinTming was everything, causing considerable anxiety foTarmersTor' 

l^om a few days might make the difference between a profitable crop and 
a failed one. The hazards and hard labor of harvesting wheat were the 
chief reasons that prairie farmers responded quickly when Cyrus McCor- 
i^k began to sell mechanical reapers from his Chicago factory in the 
1840s and 1850s.

Risks such as these kept farmers from depending too heavily on any 
single grain. Although no farm resembled the original prairie in diversity 
of plant species, the typical one grew several crops, each in its own mono- 
cultural field. Wheat and corn were the most popular, wheat because it 
served as the classic frontier cash crop, corn because it was prolific and 
served well as animal feed. Farmers tried to arrange plantings of other 
crops so that they would not interfere with the life cycles and labor re
quirements of these two mainstays. Oats, rye, and barley sometimes got 
fields for themselves, with oats becoming more popular in the years fol
lowing the Civil War as Chicago and other cities began to purchase large 
quantities for horse feed. For animal feed closer to home, farmers relied 
on hay, which they cut on remnant prairies in their vicinity. As prairies 
became scarcer later in the century, “tame grasses” raised in separate 
meadows took their place, with timothy, bluegrass, and clover the prefer
red crops.* Farm animals fed themselves on open pastures during the 
warm months of the year, and then subsisted on hay and corn when 
pastures gave out in the winter. For their part, farm families raised a 
variety of garden vegetables for use at home, ranging from root crops like 
potatoes and onions to legumes like peas and beans to cucurbits like 
melons and squash. Dairy cows supplied milk, cheese, and butter; poultry 
laid eggs; hogs produced pork; sheep yielded wool and mutton; and or
chards rounded out the family diet with apples and cider. Every farm was
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a carefully partitioned landscape of fields, crops, and animals, each with 
iti own unique requirements and life cycle. Farm families organized their 
lives around the delicate task of orchestrating these cycles, and tending 
the creatures that inhabited the small artificial ecosystem.

To make the farm succeed, people had to erect a variety of structures 
to divide the local landscape and protect its inhabitants: a farmhouse for 
the family, a barn and other outbuildings for the animals, sheds for tools 
ahd machinery, and lences to separate the pastures where animals grazed 
from the fields and meadows where plants grew. I'hese structures were 
among the most visible symbols of second nature in the rural landscape, 
endlessly proliferating as farmers moved onto new soils.® But in building 
them, people had to confront the vice of the prairie’s virtue: land that had 
no trees to be cleared for plowing also had no trees to be cut for lumber. 
The compromise solution in the beginning was to stay in the borderland 
between woodland and grassland. Early settlers located their farms near 
watercourses, which flowed like wooded ribbons through otherwise tree
less landscapes. As one emigrant handbook reported in 1838, the first 
prairie farms were “usually made on that part of the prairie which adjoins 
the timber,” producing “a range of farms circumscribing the entire prai
rie as with a belt.”*® Farmers eventually fanned out from these woody 
areas but continued to rely on them for lumber and fuel. Even where no 
trees grew, wooden fences and buildings stood as silent reminders that 
those who inhabited the farm landscape survived by mingling the prod
ucts of the forest with those of the prairie.

As people erected wooden structures on their land, they committed 
themselves to a practice that undermined the prairie ecosystem as subtly 
as farming itself. In addition to plowing up the sod, farmers did their best 
to stop the annual fires—many of them set by Indians—that had formerly 
kept trees from invading the grassland.** It made no sense to spend hun
dreds of hours and dollars erecting fences or building barns only to have 
them burn to the ground. So rural inhabitants employed various tech
niques—plowing firebreaks, mowing fields, reducing natural fuel 
sources, and fighting fires directly—to diminish the number of fires. Once 
fires ceased to burn back saplings, trees reappeared on whatever lands 
escaped the effects of plow or pasture, eventually creating a patchwork of 
small woodlots on land where farmers let them grow. Prairies, in other 
words, gave way before fields and forests alike. Still, the regrowth of oaks 
and other native hardwoods was too slow to supply the farmers’ voracious 
demand for lumber and fuel. It was not long before farm families on the 
prairies looked to merchants in Chicago and elsewhere for alternate sup
plies of timber.

Fields, fences, and firebreaks were concrete embodiments of the envi-
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ronmental partitioning that made farming possible, but they also ex
pressed the underlying property system that divided the land into owner
ship rights. Few other regions in the United States were better suited to 
the system which the government had used since 1785 for selling public 
lands, subdividing the nation into a vast grid of square-mile sections 
whose purpose was to turn land into real estate by the most economically 
expedient method. By imposing the same abstract and homogeneous 
grid pattern on all land, no matter how ecologically diverse, government 
surveyors made it marketable. As happened during Chicago’s land craze 
of the 1830s, the grid turned the prairie into a commodity, and became 
the foundation for all subsequent land use.*^

Starting in the second decade of the nineteenth century, when the 
government first began selling land in southern parts of Illinois, arriving 
settlers purchased their property in arbitrary units of sections, half sec
tions, and 160-acre quarter sections. An apparently uniform terrain 
whose natural boundaries were so subtle as to seem almost invisible 
meant that the survey’s checkerboard pattern caused few obvious prob
lems: the grid gave shape to the pastures, meadows, and cornfields of a 
new agricultural order.*® From that order would come a cornucopia of 
wheat and corn, livestock and poultry, all held within neatly rectilinear 
frames. Rectangular fields meant that farmers and horses could cut long, 
straight swaths whether they pulled plows, harrows, or newfangled tools 
like reapers. Because farm fields were large, uniform, and relatively free 
of rocks or other obstructions, prairie farmers enjoyed economies of scale 
which left them better able to adopt new agricultural machinery than 
many of their eastern counterparts—once they could afford to do so.

Despite the outward appearance of the grid, not all lands were equally 
advantageous. As the shopkeepers of Chicago learned to their sorrow, 
the flatness of the prairies subjected lowland areas to bad drainage and 
flooding. J. M. Peck’s emigrant handbook warned arriving settlers in 1831 
that farmers could easily get themselves into trouble by buying such land. 
“The emigrant,” Peck wrote, “may mistake [iic] in the dry season, and 
fancy he has a rich, level, and dry farm in prospect, but the next spring 
will undeceive him.” During wet seasons, water stood in plowed furrows 
and kept the soil dense and compact; during dry seasons, the land baked 
and cracked from drought. *“* Finding the ideal farm site entailed striking a 
balance between lands that had too much water and lands that had too 
little. Farmers tried to settle far enough from floodplains and wet prairies 
to avoid bad drainage, but they also needed to be near enough to a stream 
course to obtain supplies of wood and water.

Watercourses offered another advantage as well. Given the poor state 
of frontier roads, the rivers of the prairie were its highways. Farmers often
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sought to float their goods to market, for the land’s flatness meant that 
prairie rivers had few rapids and were easily navigable when they held 
enough water. What the traveler Henry Rowe Schoolcraft said of the 
Illinois River in 1821 described many lesser streams as well: “the water,” 
he wrote, “moves sluggishly, and, indeed, has more resemblance to a 
canal than to a stream.”*® Although one might travel slowly on such a 
river, one also traveled with relative ease and safety.

To go to market, farmers had either to build a raft or flatboat them
selves or, as happened more often, to sell crops to a local merchant who 
combined them with other farmers’ produce for shipment up or down
stream.*® Before 1850, typical western flatboats cost anywhere from $40 
to $140 to construct, and might carry up to one hundred tons of pro
duce.*^ On larger rivers, especially the Mississippi, one could book pas
sage and ship goods on steamboats. Farmers still had to use wagons to 
reach the waterways, but one of the chief reasons they initially stayed on 
the margins of the prairies was to keep the trip to the river as short as 
possible. Just as booster theories suggested, waterways gathered produce 
from the countryside and swept it toward the markets—towns, cities, and 
would-be metropolises—that lay downstream.

For all these reasons, Euroamericans’ initial agricultural occupation 
of the prairie country took place mainly along the spines of the chief 
watersheds.** As in Chicago, the earliest fur-trading communities had 
already located along the banks of important rivers and harbors. Farm 
settlements tended to spread out from these early market centers. When 
Chicago began its growth in 1833, the only sizable non-Indian popula
tions in Illinois lived near St. Louis in the southwestern corner of the 
state—along the banks of the Mississippi and the lower reaches of the 
Illinois—and in the lead-mining district around Galena in the northwest. 
(Settlers occupied the Iowa side of the Mississippi at about the same 
time.) Two decades later, in 1850, settlements had begun to appear 
throughout the interior of the state, but population densities continued 
to be greatest along the river corridors: outside of Chicago’s immediate 
vicinity, the Mississippi, Illinois, and Rock river valleys contained most of 
the state’s inhabitants. The largest farm populations continued to cluster 
around St. Louis, which still had the best market in the region, but the 
construction of the Galena and Chicago Union Railroad had also begun 
to increase settlement west of Chicago.*®

The settlers came from many places. Before the 1833 land rush, the 
major influx of population came via the Ohio and Mississippi rivers, with 
southern states—Kentucky, Tennessee, and Virginia as well as southern 
Ohio and Indiana—accounting for a disproportionate share of settlers. At 
the same time, a number of British families began to arrive either individ-
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ually or in colonies.By 1850, as the Great Lakes started to carry more 
passenger traffic, increased numbers of settlers from New York, Pennsyl
vania, and New England were joining the stream of new arrivals. In their 
midst were more and more foreign-born migrants, with Great Britain, 
Ireland, and Germany contributing the greatest shares. Foreign migrants 
settled disproportionately in cities: although Illinois as a whole was only 
12.5 percent foreign-born in 1850, fully half of Cook County’s inhabi
tants (most of them living in Chicago) had been born outside the United 
States.The relative “foreignness” of cities like Chicago, Milwaukee, 
and St. Louis continued throughout the century, but rural settlements 
also had their share of immigrant farm families.

A Sack’s Journey

Whatever their ethnic origin, whether they spoke German or English, 
increasing numbers of farmers meant increasing quantities of crops. Set
tlers did not solve the problem of selling those crops simply by hauling 
them to the banks of the nearest river. They also had to find customers for 
them, which was not always easy to do in a sparsely settled landscape with 
few towns and even fewer cities. Farmers sold much of what they grew to 
merchants and storekeepers in their immediate vicinity, acting out one of 
the key market relationships in the emerging agricultural economy. 
“There are,” wrote Rebecca Burlend of her experiences as an immigrant 
Englishwoman in southern Illinois during the 1830s, “. . . what are 
termed store keepers, who supply the settlers with articles the most 
needed, such as food, clothing, implements of husbandry, medicine, and 
spirituous liquors: for which they receive in exchange the produce of their 
farms, consisting of wheat, Indian corn, sugar, beef, bacon, &c.”^2

As Burlend suggests, the earliest storekeepers in rural areas wore at 
least two hats: at the same time that they sold farmers retail goods, they 
also served as wholesalers of farm crops because their customers had 
nothing else with which to pay for merchandise.Storekeepers needed 
enough capital to purchase and warehouse farm produce in sufficient 
quantities to justify shipping it off to more distant markets. Their financial 
resources, although by no means large compared with those of urban 
merchants, sometimes allowed them, as Burlend said, to “exercise a sort 
of monopoly over a certain district,” with the result that “their profits are 
great, and they often become wealthy.’’^■t Compared with most farmers, 
who could command little capital and credit, even the keeper of a small 
village store looked well-to-do, at least in good years. But whatever the
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disparity between farmers and storekeepers in relative wealth, each per
formed an essential function for the other. Without the farmers, store- 
keepers would have had neither customers to sell to nor crops to buy. 
And wkhout the stor^epers’ willingnesstopurchase produce and ex- 
tend^i^it in advance (iihe harvest, many farmers could not have sur- 
vived their own lack of capital in growing crops and bringing them to 
market.

Merchants could earn greater profits than farmers, but they also faced 
the prospect of considerably greater losses. Given the problems of water 
transport and the poor quality of information about prices in distant mar
kets, wholesaling farm crops in pretelegraph, prerailroad days could be 
risky indeed. “No one can realize,” wrote the merchant John Burrows of 
Davenport, Iowa, “the difficulties of doing a produce business in those 
days. We had no railroads. Everything had to be moved by water, and, of 
course, had to be held all winter.’’^® It was all too easy to buy wheat and 
other crops in the fall and then find little or no market for them the 
following spring.

Burrows himself described a harrowing experience in the spring of 
1844 involving a flatboat he had loaded with 2,500 bushels of potatoes. 
Although he was initially offered fifty cents a bushel for them at the mouth 
of the Illinois River, he refused, anticipating that he would sell them 
instead in New Orleans, where he had heard they were selling at $2.00 a 
bushel. Floating south, he discovered to his dismay that the prospect of 
high prices had encouraged other merchants to send potatoes toward 
New Orleans as well. The market was becoming glutted, so prices fell 
steadily as he moved downstream. By the time he reached Memphis, 
potatoes were bringing only twenty-five cents a bushel, and when he 
reached New Orleans, six weeks after he had started, there was no market 
for potatoes at all. He was finally forced to sell them—taking payment in 
coffee—to a Bermuda ship captain for eight cents a bushel, which, as 
Burrows lamented, “was just nothing at all,” as it cost him all of that to 
sprout, barrel, and deliver them.”*® One could easily go bankrupt under 
these circumstances, and many merchants did.

Rebecca Burlend defined the essential relationship between farmer 
and storekeeper when she wrote that stores “are in Illinois, nearly what 
markets are in England, only there is more barter in the former coun
try.”** Farmers bartered their produce because they were cash poor. In 
an economy short of cash, where credit was essential to making exchange 
possible, merchants served as translators between the world of rural bar
ter and the world of urban money. Because storekeepers sold almost 
anything farmers needed, the general store became the outpost of a mar-
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ket economy whether it was located in a town, in a village, or in the middle 
of a prairie. By buying, storing, shipping, and reselling farm produce, 
merchants linked farm communities to the trade of a wider world.

The gateways to that trade were almost invariably located in cities, 
which qcted as funnels for the increasing flood of grain and other farm 
products being sent out of the countryside. Although Chicago was begin
ning to emerge in the 1830s and 1840s as a center for Great Lakes ship
ping, it lacked a water connection with inland areas until the canal opened 
in 1848. For most early farm settlements on the Illinois and Iowa prairies, 
the easiest markets to reach were downriver, at St. Louis or, more 
remotely. New Orleans. When the English traveler William Oliver visited 
St. Louis in 1842, he reported that the city had “a daily and extensive 
market for all country produce,” making purchases from “a large portion 
of the surrounding district, within a distance of sixty or seventy miles.” 
The inhabitants of St. Louis consumed some of this produce themselves, 
but most of it wound up in “the numerous and crowded steamers,” which 
Oliver said were “doubtless the cause of such a constant and large de
mand.Goods loaded onto steamers or flatboats might be consumed 
on board, sold to smaller communities along the river, or shipped to New 
Orleans for resale or transfer to oceangoing vessels bound for ports on 
the eastern seaboard and Europe.

Before the coming of the railroad, people traded grain at St. Louis and 
Chicago in similar ways, although the physical circumstancerof the two 
towns differed markedly.In both cities, the chief market for agricultural 
produce was along the waterfront. Of the two, Chicago seemed less 
suited by geo^phy to accommodate the trade of its river. Most of the 
city’s grain merchants conducted their business in the vicinity of South 
Water Street, immediately adjacent to the south bank of the Chicago 
River.30 Warehouses fronted directly on the water, rising three or four 
stories above it and leaving little room for wagons to maneuver. Ships 
were equally crowded in the narrow waterway. So hemmed in was the 
river that it did not figure very prominently in people’s mental image of 
the city. Visitors to Chicago often mentioned the crowded bustle of its 
streets and the long traffic jams that occurred when drawbridges over the 
river were open, but they scarcely seemed to notice the river’s wharves 
and piers. Perhaps because Lake Michigan was so much more powerful as 
a visual icon, the Chicago River dominated people’s sense of Chicago 
much less than the Mississippi shaped perceptions of St. Louis.

In St. Louis, the wharves were the heart of the town, so much so that 
few visitors—most of whom arrived by boat—failed to comment on them. 
The city’s buildings sat well back from the riverfront to escape the Missis
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sippi’s annual rise during spring floods. A broad open area known simply 
as the levee sloped down toward the river for the entire length of the 
town. The levee amounted to nothing less than a vast open-air market. As 
the German visitor Moritz Busch noted in 1852, “The landing square is 
regarded as the center of the city.”^^ William Oliver said of it, “Large 
steamers are very frequently arriving and departing, and there is a con
stant bustle of lading and dislading at the levee.When trading season 
was at its height, supplies overflowed the warehouses and piled up on the 
banks of the river, so the streets became “almost blockaded with boxes, 
barrels, bales and packages, much coming in, much also, going out.”®*

Whether on St. Louis’s levee or Chicago’s South Water Street, selling 
grain in the 1840s was a fairly straightforward business. A merchant like 
Burrows in Davenport would sack up the grain he had purchased from 
farmers in his vicinity, load it onto a flatboat or steamship, and float 
downstream to the docks at St. Louis. To reach Chicago during the 
1840s, he would have made a similar trip by wagon. Once he arrived, he 
would unload his grain and try to sell it for cash to dealers who needed it 
to meet local demand. Much of the street and levee activity that struck 
visitors in Chicago and St. Louis consisted of sellers trying to find buyers 
and buyers trying to find sellers for the sacks of grain lying on the ground 
around them. One Chicago reporter said the buyers reminded him of 
nothing so much as “bees in a clover field.”®'* As often as not, local deal
ers had all the grain they needed for home use, and so the would-be seller 
next turned to a commission merchant. Commission merchants made 
money not by buying grain on their own account but by arranging for its 
transportation to a larger city—New Orleans or New York being the two 
most obvious choices—where it might find a more welcoming market. 
The country merchant or farmer paid a commission for this service and 
took whatever profits or losses resulted from the final transaction.

To grasgjhe changes in grain marketing that occurred in Chicago 
during the 1850s. one must understand several key features of this early 
waterborne trading system. All hinged on the seemingly unremarkable 
fact that shippers, whether farmers or merchants, loaded their grain into 
sacks before sending it on its journey to the mill that finally ground it into 
flour. As the sack of grain moved awayfrom the farm—whether pulled in 
wagons, floated on flatboats, or lofted on stevedores’ backs—its contents 
remained intact, unmixed with grain from other farms. Nothing adul
terated the characteristic weight, bulk, cleanliness, purity, and flavor that 
marked it as the product of a particular tract of land and a particular 
farmer’s labor. When distant urban millers or wholesalers decided to buy 
the grain, they didso after examining a “representative sample” and then
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offering a price based on their judgment of its quality. Within any given 
level of market demand, price reflected how plump, clean, and pure a 
farm family had managed to make its grain.

Intrinsic to this system of sack-based shipments was the fact that own
ership rights to grain remained with its original shipper until it reach^ 
th^pomt of nnal sale, i ne farmer or storekeeper who sold grain to a 
CHi^go or St.~Louis^mmission merchant continued to own it as it trav- 
eleBTlieTiundredsof miles to NeiH^rleans or New YorL This meant^at 
the shipper bore all risks for damage that might occur during transit. If 
the grain became waterlogged, if it began to spoil in warm weather, if 
prices collapsed before it reached market, or if its ship sank, the resulting 
losses accrued not to the commission merchant or the transport company 
but to the original shipper.

Because these risks remained in the hands of farmers and merchants 
who were often of small means, insurance was a key service sold in large 
cities such as St. Louis or Chicago. Sellers of fire, marine, and commercial 
insurance, many of them agents of eastern companies, were among the 
largest businesses in Chicago by the 1840s, when at least one of them 
outranked city banks in financial resources.Without the services of such 
firms, small shippers could all too easily face bankruptcy if some disaster 
happened before they could sell their goods. John Burrows described 
having been forced to delay his ill-fated potatoes on their Journey to New 
Orleans because no one in St. Louis was initially willing to insure them: “I 
did not dare to send them forward without insurance,” he wrote, “as my 
capital was all there.Burrows’s problem was finally solved by one of 
the largest St. Louis grain dealers, who supplied insurance on the condi
tion that Burrows safeguard his potatoes by physically accompanying 
them on their journey downstream. Urban commission merchants often 
sold insurance in this way, and also advajicej^edit to shippers wBife 
goods were traveling to market—but b^otham were implicit statements 
that ultimafe legal responsibility remained with the shipper.

Sacks were the key fn fhf wh'"*'^ water-based transportation system. 
Since grain originated in farms and villages that had only small quantities 
to sell, it had to start its journey on a modest scale, ideally suited to small 
groups of sacks. Once embarked on the river passage, sacks offered a 
convenient solution to the problem of loading the irregular holds of flat- 
boats, keelboats, and steamboats. Moving goods by water almost always 
meant transferring them several times along the way, from pier to flat- 
boat, from flatboat to levee, from levee to steamboat, from steamboat to 
sailing craft. Such transfers worked best if shipments were small enough 
that their weight and bulk did not prevent an individual worker from 
handling them. Moving grain on and off a ship usually meant negotiating
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tortuous passageways—across gangways, down stairs, through corridors, 
into storage bins—and the more complicated the path, the more critical 
the need to keep down the size of the unit being moved. Beyond these 
purely physical problems of water-based grain handling, the prevailing 
apparatus for transferring ownership rights also worked in favor of the 
sack system. Shippers and their customers wanted to know exactly what 
they were selling and buying, so it made sense not to break up individual 
shipments or mix them with others. In all these ways, marketing and 
transportation systems reflected each other. Sacks and ships seemed an
ideal combination. > ^7^ ^

The w:itPr-haseH grain-marketing system at midcenUny was thu£deife^Xe)^.:'
% . __ __1A. wifVioiit flisniDtinfifsigned tomove wheat, c^orn. and other cereaLcrops without disrupting 

the lirilTbetween grain'arphysicafobject and grain as salable commodity 
j\t evSry point where grain moved from one torm of tnmspofiation to 
another, it did so in individual bags on the backs of individual workers. 
Wherever it had to wait at transfer points, it did so in warehouses that 
kept individual lots carefully separated from each other. When shippers 
completed their final sales, they sold the rights to actual sacks of physical 
grain. A farm family sending a load of wheat from Illinois to New York 
could still have recovered that same wheat, packed with a bill of lading 
inside its original sacks, in a Manhattan warehouse several weeks later. 
The market had as yet devised few ways of separating grain as a priced 
commodity from the grain that had so recently clung to yellow stalks on 
the windy hillsides of former prairies.

The Golden Stream

The railroads changed all this. By giving rural shippers an alternative 
way to reach urban markets, they rerouted the flow of farm produce and 
encouraged new settlement patterns in the areas they serviced. Migrants 
to Illinois and Iowa had previously settled mainly in the river valleys 
nearest St. Louis; after 1848, they moved most quickly into the railroad 
corridors west of Chicago.^* As they arrived, new settlers increased agri
cultural production on upland prairies which had heretofore seen little 
farming; the route of the Illinois Central, for instance, gave new access to 
the previously unsettled counties of the Grand Prairie in central Illinois.*® 
Equally important were the grain shipments out of already settled areas 
which had formerly had no alternative to rivers for bringing crops to 
market.^® By lowering land transportation costs, the railroad allowed 
farmers to sell more grain and heightened their expectations about th^ 

"scale of their own production.
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The predictable result was an explosion in Chicago’s receipts of grain. 
As late as 1850, St. Louis was still handling over twice as much wheat and 
flour as Chicago, but within five years the younger city had far surpassed 
its older rival. The same shift occurred in the waterborne corn trade after 
1848 when the Illinois and Michigan Canal began to bring corn north 
toward Lake Michigan.'** As the canal and railroads increased the flow of 
grain into Chicago’s warehouses, they simultaneously encouraged an ex
pansion of shipping out of its harbor, contributing to a general reorienta- 
tion of western trade toward the east and away from the south. Between 
1850 and 1854, the net eastward movement of freight shipments via the 
Great Lakes finally surpassed shipments out of New Orleans.*^ No place 
was more important than Chicago to this redirection of agricultural trade. 
The city and its merchants changed forever the way prairie farmers could 
sell their crops. At the same time, the farmers and their crops fundamen
tally altered Chicago’s markets.

The immense amounts of grain pouring into Chicago expanded the 
city’s markets, but quantity alone was not the whole story. Compared with 
other modes of transportation, railroad cars moved grain more quickly 
and in standardized carloads of medium size. With whole freight cars, for 
instance, carrying nothing but wheat, shippers and railroad managers 
soon came to think of grain shipments not as individual “sacks” but as 
“carloads” consisting of about 325 bushels each.*s The railroad brought 
grain into the city through the narrow gateways represented by tracks, 
sidings, and stations. As more and more trains passed more and more 
frequently through those gateways, adding their grain to the loads that 
farmers were still hauling in their wagons, freight traffic congestion be
came more of a problem. As the Chicago Democratic Press reported during 
the harvest season of 1854, “The piles of grain now lying uncovered in 
our streets, the choked and crowded thoroughfares, the overloaded
teams, the bursting bags,... all testify to a wide-felt want of room___We
want more warehouses. . . . We want more cars and locomotives.”'**

Geography and the logic of capital meant that congestion felt different 
in Chicago than in St. Louis. The 2.1 million bushels of wheat that passed 
across the St. Louis levee in 1854 moved among hundreds of boats and 
ships scattered along hundreds of yards of waterfront.*® Hundreds of 
individuals, many of whom possessed only small amounts of capital, 
shared responsibility for making sure that grain continued safely on its 
journey. Although the 3.0 million bushels of wheat that passed through 
Chicago duringthat same year was only moderately larger'^than ~S^t. 
I^uis’s shipments in total size, well over a million of tho^ bus^hels^- 
jeredtHecity^a the tracks of ju^ one railroadTthe Galena andTHI^gb 
Union.*® In Chicago, a small group of railroad managers bore the heavy
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financial responsibility of moving millions of bushels of grain. Given the 
large capital investment represented by a railroad’s cars, sidings, and 
other equipment, managers had a strong incentive to accelerate the 
speed with which employees emptied grain cars and returned them to 
active service. Rapid turnaround was imperative if managers were to max
imize their use of capital equipment and prevent congestion.

Achieving these goals meant getting grain out of its sacks, off the 
backs of individual workers, and into automatic machinery that would 
move it more rapidly and efficiently. The invention that made this possi
ble was among the most important yetlegsTacknowledged in the history 
of American agriculture: tne steam-powered grain elevator.*^ First intro- 
duced in 1842 by a Buffalo warehouseman named Joseph Dart, it was
soon adopted by grain dealers in Chicago as well. By the end of the 1850s, 
Chicagoans had refined their elevator system beyond that of any other 
city, leading the way toward a transformation of grain marketing world- 
mde.*8 {^ cfdy ' 5 ^

Structurally, the elevator was a multistoried warehouse divided into 
numbered vertical bins containing different lots of grain. But as Anthony 
Trollope observed ofhis visit to a Chicago elevator in 1861, “it was not as 
a storehouse that this great building was so remarkable, but as a channel 
or a river course for the flooding freshets of corn.”*® What distinguished 
an elevator from earlier warehouses was its use of machinery instead of 
human workers to move grain into and out of the building. Grain entered 
the structure on an endless steam-powered conveyor belt to which large 
scoops or buckets were attached. After riding the buckets to the top of the 
building, the grain was weighed on a set of scales—a technique that soon 
encouraged Chicago dealers to define their standard bushels according 
to weight rather than volume.®® Grain dropped out the bottom of the 
scale into a rotating chute mechanism, which elevator operators could 
direct into any of the numbered bins inside the warehouse. Once it was 
inside the bins, workers could deliver grain to a waiting ship or railroad 
car simply by opening a chute at the bottom of the building and letting 
gravity do the rest of the work.®*

Small horse-powered elevators were used in Chicago throughout the 
prerailroad 1840s, but it was not until 1848 that the first steam-powered 
grain elgyator appeared. Built by Captain Robert C. Bristol, it was a four- 
story brick building measuring 75 feet square and having a total capacity 
of over 80,000 bushels.®^ Large by the standards of its day, Bristol’s ele
vator was soon dwarfed by larger ones as the flow of grain through the 
city increased. Within less than a decade the largest elevators in Chi
cago—all either owned by or closely affiliated with major railroads—were 
almost ten times bigger than Bristol’s.
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Elevators of this size were constructed from two-inch wooden planks 
bolted on top of each other and bound with iron rods to form walls ten 
inches thick. The Chicago and Rock Island Railroad’s largest warehouse 
in 1856, with a 700,000-bushel capacity, contained ninety bins measuring 
10 feet by 22 feet and standing 41 feet high. They were served by ten 
conveyor belt elevators, and tbe entire structure weighed 2,400 tons 
when full of grain.The multiplication of such facilities during the 1850s 
gave Chicago the ability to handle more grain more quickly than any 
other city m the world. By 1857, it had a dozen elevators whose combined 
capacity of over four million bushels meant that the city could store more 
wheat than St. Louis would shvp during that entire year.^4

Now some of the hidden costs of the river transportation system 
began to be more apparent. Chicago newspapers delighted in describing 
the way St. Louis might deal with a steamboat carrying 10,000 bushels of 
grain:

It comes in sacks—which have to be taken from the boat by a crowd of lazy 
laborers, who wearily carry it on their shoulders, sack by sack, and pile it 
on the levee. There it has the privilege of laying twenty-four hours, when 
it has to be moved in drays, either to a warehouse, or to some part of the 
levee to be shipped, where the same slow process has to be repeated. 
Everything is done by manual labor.. .

The net result was that a 10,000-bushel shipment of grain arriving in St. 
Louis might involve “the labor of probably two or three hundred Irish
men, negroes and mules for a couple of days.’’®® One cannot, of course, 
accept such descriptions at face value, given the pro-Chicago, antiblack, 
and anti-Irish prejudices that came easily to this booster author. The 
slowness of those “Irishmen, negroes and mules” had less to do with 
laziness than with the inherent difficulties of hauling so many burlap sacks 
from one vessel to another. The work was hard, the transport technology 
crude, and grain thus took its time passing through St. Louis.

The movement of grain on the rivers had always been labor-intensive, 
and remained so as long as shipments continued to travel in sacks. As a 
result, St. Louis enjoyed few economies of scale as the trade of its levee 
grew; instead, it simply increased its employment of dockworkers, many 
of them slaves and recent immigrants. Elevator construction was dis
couraged by tbe fact that no single carrier on the river could guarantee a 
steady flow of grain through such a facility comparable to the golden 
torrent delivered by Chicago’s railroads. Tbe ease of constructing cheap 
flatboats set a limit on how much capital could profitably be invested in 
large steamboats, which in turn discouraged the development of more
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expensive grain handling equipment.®^ Beyond this, the constantly 
changing height of the Mississippi River, which rose and fell by more than 
forty feet during extreme seasons, suggested to many that permanent 
grain elevators would never be practical on the levee: if they were con
structed far enough from the river to escape the spring floods, they would 
be too far from the riverbank during the rest of the year.®* (In this respect, 
the apparent disadvantages of the Chicago River’s “sluggish, slimy steam, 
too lazy to clean itself,” proved unexpectedly beneficial to trade.)®® For 
all these reasons, antebellum St. Louis investors were unwilling to risk the 
hundreds of thousands of dollars needed to build elevators similar to 
those in Chicago.St. Louis did not have a working grain elevator until 
after the Civil War.®* As a result, sacks of grain passing through the river 
city had to pay an overhead cost of six to eight cents more per bushel for 
additional handling.®® Even the sacks themselves cost two to four cents 
apiece.®*

The increasing scale and efficiency of Chicago’s grain-handling tech
nology depended on one condition: moving wheat, corn, or other crops 
without recourse to old-fashioned sacks. Grain entering Chicago might 
arrive in wagons or canalboats or railroad cars, but to move up an eleva
tor’s conveyor belts, it had to be sackless. Only then could corn or wheat 
cease to act like solid objects and begin to behave more like liquids: 
golden streams that flowed like water. If farmers avoided sacks and simply 
loaded their grain directly into a railroad car or canalboat, an elevator 
chute inserted into the vehicle could lift and pour the grainy liquid into 
any elevator bin ready to receive it. Tbe Chicago Daily Press described the 
process in 1857 as follows:

Our warehouses are all erected on the river and its branches, with railroad 
tracks running in the rear of them, so that a train of cars loaded with grain 
may be standing opposite one end of a large elevating warehouse, being 
emptied by elevators, at the rate of from six to eight thousand bushels per 
hour, while at the other end the same grain may be running into a couple 
of propellers [ships], and be on its way to Buffalo, Oswego, Ogdensburgh 
or Montreal within six or seven hours. And all this is done without any 
noise or bustle; and with but little labor, except that of machinery.®'*

A large elevator like that of the Illinois Central could simultaneously 
empty twelve railroad cars and load two ships at the rate of 24.000 bush
els per hour. It was, as Trollope said, “a world in itself,—and the dustiest 
of all the worlds.”®® When all twelve of the city’s elevators were operating 
at full capacity, Chicago could receive and ship nearly half a million bush
els of grain every ten hours. The economic benefits of such efficient han
dling were so great that moving a bushel of grain from railroad car to lake
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vessel cost only half a cent, giving Chicago a more than tenfold advantage 
over St. Louis.®®

These were great benefits to derive from the simple expedient of 
doing away with grain sacks, but they quickly raised a serious new prob
lem that, called into question the entire legal apparatus of the earlier 
grain-marketing system. Formerly, the transportation network had assid
uously maintained the bond of ownership between shippers and the phys
ical grain they shipped. Farmer Smith’s wheat from Iowa would never be 
mixed with Farmer Jones’s wheat from Illinois until some final customer 
purchased both. Now this started to change. As the scale of Chicago’s 
grain trade grew, elevator operators began objecting to keeping small 
quantities of different owners’ grain in separate bins that were only par
tially filled—for an unfilled bin represented underutilized capital. To 
avoid that disagreeable condition, they sought to mix grain in common 
bins. Crops from dozens of different farms could then mingle, and the 
reduced cost of handling would earn the elevator operator higher profits. 
The only obstacle to achieving this greater efficiency was the small matter 
of a shipper’s traditional legal ownership of physical grain.

The organization that eventually solved this problem—albeit after 
several years of frustrated efforts and false starts—was the Chicago Board 

j of Ifade. Founded as a private membership organization in March 1848, 
the l5oard initially had eighty-two members drawn from a wide range of 
commercial occupations.®^ In the beginning, it had no special focus on 
the grain trade. Its principal goals were to monitor and promote the city’s 
commercial activity, and to resolve any disputes that might arise among 
its members. Like boards of trade and chambers of commerce then 
emerging in other western cities, it sought to represent the collective 
voice of business interests in the city.®® During the Board’s first few years 
of existence, its members passed resolutions concerning canal tolls, tele
graph services, harbor improvements, and other matters affecting the 
city’s economy. Nonetheless, its accomplishments were few, partly be
cause its real powers were limited. Its members could issue pronounce
ments, lobby politicians, and exercise moral suasion on other merchants. 
They could also agree among themselves that all Board members must 
follow certain business practices, with clearly prescribed penalties up to 
and including loss of Board membership. This internal regulatory mecha
nism soon emerged as the Board’s most important power, enabling its 
members to regulate trade in Chicago by reaching collective consensus 
about their own best interests.

As in all voluntary organizations, members reached consensus most 
easily when their common interest was clear. The Board’s earliest activi
ties in the grain trade therefore focused on improving Chicago’s inspec-
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tion and measurement systems, since all legitimate traders had an interest 
in agreeing upon uniform weights and measures as a way of suppressing 
fraud. Elevators, with their automatic mechanisms for handling large 
quantities of grain in continuously moving streams, made the old mea
sure of grain volume—a bushel of standard size—obsolete. Starting in 
1854, therefore, the Board pressed city merchants to replace the old, 
volume-based bushel with a new, weight-based bushel that could be used 
to calibrate elevator scales.®® The need for such a standard was indisput- 
aEIeTbutmembers still argued about how much a bushel should weigh. In 
the early 1850s, Board meetings saw considerable controversy over how 
much a unit of shelled corn should weigh in Chicago: some members 
wanted a standard bushel to weigh sixty pounds while others recom
mended fifty-six. In the absence of a clear consensus, both measures con
tinued to be used for several years, with two separate sets of prices, until 
sixty-pound bushels emerged as the standard and did away with the con
fusion.^®

The trouble members had in agreeing about even so basic a standard 
as this suggests the Board’s ineffectiveness during its first half decade. 
Throughout the early 1850s, it held annual meetings in borrowed rooms, 
issued pronouncements, and attracted few new members. Although its 
officers made continual efforts to hold daily meetings at which members 
could trade grain and other commodities at a single central location, they 
had great difficulty persuading anyone to come. The membership roll for 
a nine-day period in July 1851, for instance, reveals that only one member 
showed up on four of the days; no one at all was present on four others. 
Even the offer of free refreshments failed to increase attendance.'^* Chi
cago’s grain market continued to be as decentralized as ever, with traders 
conducting their transactions in offices, warehouses, and streets all 
around the city.

Not until European demand for grain expanded during the Crimean 
War did the fortunes of the Board begin to change. American wheat 
exports doubled in volume and tripled in value during 1853 and 1854, 
while domestic prices rose by more than 50 percent.The surge of for
eign buying had impressive effects in Chicago. Between 1853 and 1856, 
the total amount of grain shipped from Chicago more than tripled, with 
21 million bushels leaving the city in 1856 alone.’® As volume increased 
and traders found it more convenient to do their business centrally, at
tendance at daily Board meetings rose. Rather than argue over prices 
amid heaps of grain in streets and warehouses, traders—usually working 
on commission for real owners and purchasers—brough^ samples to jhe, 
Board’s meeting rooms, dickered over prices, and^arranged contracts 
Itmong buyers and sellers. The greater the number oTEraders~who gath^^
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i^— 1 tors’ dilemma about mixing different owners’ grain in single bins. As long 
f treated a shipment of wheat or corn as if it possessed unique

(a-^

ered in a single market, the more efficient and attractive that market 
became. By 1856, Board leaders felt confident enough of their organiza
tion’s importance that they stopped serving cheese, crackers, and ale to 
encourage attendance. The advantages of the centralized market were 
soon so great that no serious grain merchant could afford not to belong, 
and so the Board began to issue membership cards that traders had to 
show to a doorkeeper before entering the meeting rooms. Daily meetings 
on the floor of what was beginning to be called ’Change (short for “Ex
change”) soon became so crowded that the Board moved to new quarters 
on the corner of LaSalle and South Water streets.^'*

Its membership now numbering in the hundreds, the Board finally 
had sufficient influence to seek a new role: increasingly, its members 
would take it upon themselves to regulate the city’s grain trade. By 
promulgating rules which all traders using its market agreed to follow, 
the Board in effect set uniform standards for the city as a whole, and for 
its grain-raising hinterland as well. Its system of regulations, proposed 
for the first time in 185^, restructured Chicago’s market in a way that 
would forever transform the grain trade of the world. In that year, the 
Board, made the momentous decision to designate rhree~categories of 
wheat in the city—white winter wheat, red winter wheat, andspring 
wheat—and to set standards of quality for each.^s

In this seemingly trivial action lay the solution to the elevator opera-

(r^
---- ------------------ ............... ......... CO .. .1 possessed unique

characteristics that distinguished it from all other lots of grain, mixing 
was impossible. But if instead a shipment represented a particular 
“grade” of grain, then there was no harm in mixing it with other grain of 
the same grade. Farmers and shippers delivered grain to a warehouse and 
got in return a receipt that they or anyone else could redeem at will. 
Anyone who gave the receipt back to the elevator got in return not the 
original lot of grain but an equal quantity of equally graded grain. A person 
who owned grain could conveniently sell it to a buyer simply by selling 
the elevator receipt, and as long as both agreed that they were exchang
ing equivalent quantities of like grain—rather than the physical grain that 
the seller had originally deposited in the elevator—both left happy at the 
end of the transaction. It was a momentous change: as one visitor to
Chicago later remarked after a tour of one of the elevators, “It dawns on 
the observer’s mind that one man’s property is by no means kept separate 
from another man’s.The grading system allowed elevators to sever 
the link between ownership rights and physical gram, with a host of unan
ticipated consequences.'^ ~ ~

The Board’s grading system was initially quite informal, each elevator
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more or less setting its own rules for sorting grain into the new grades. 
Within two years, however, the Board had imposed much more formal 
j^rading regulations, for reasons that had to do with another problem that 
occurred when grain from different owners mixed together in single bins. 
Farmers had been complaining for years that prices paid in Chicago mar
kets did not adequately reflect differences in quality among different ship
ments of grain.One correspondent of the Chicago-based Prairie Farmer 
in 1852 told of an instance in which four farmers arrived in the city, one 
with sprouted wheat, one with dirty wheat, one with good wheat that had 
been intentionally mixed with dirt and chaff, and one with good clean 
wheat of prime quality. Despite such wide variations in the real value of 
what they had to sell, all four received from forty-seven to fifty cents per 
bushel—because elevator operators had no reliable way to grade and 
separate grains of different quality as they entered the warehouse. Under 
such circumstances, farmers had little incentive to keep their grain clean, 
and so Chicago’s grain had developed a reputation among eastern buyers 
for being particularly dirty and bad. Indeed, as the third farmer had dis
covered, one could sometimes make grain more valuable by mixing it 
with cheaper substances—not all of them palatable—to increase its 
weight and hence its price. The Prairie Farmer's correspondent concluded, 
“There is no wonder then, that our wheat should be thought so little of in 
Eastern markets.”^®

Dirty, mixed, and generally low-quality grain became a growing prob
lem during the nationwide depression that began in 1857. As farmers 
struggled to earn adequate incomes in the wake of collapsing grain 
prices—spring wheat fell by more than half from the beginning of 1856 to 
the end of 1857—they either did not bother to clean their wheat thor
oughly or mixed it with lower-priced materials like oats, rye, and chaff to 
increase its weight and hence its value at the elevator scales.*® “We are 
credibly informed, and believe,” reported a committee of the Board of 
Trade in 1858, “that it is a common occurrence, for farmers to send damp 
and dirty grain to this market, calculating that under the present system 
of inspection it will bring about as much as it would if it were thoroughly 
cleaned and in good order. . . .”** Grain merchants in the city found that 
they were having more trouble than usual selling wheat identified as com
ing from the Chicago market. They got better prices by claiming, falsely, 
that they were selling “Milwaukee Club”—the best grain from Wisconsin, 
which brought five to eight cents more per bushel in New York than did 
“Chicago Spring”—with the result, according to one newspaper report, 
that western merchants appeared to be selling four times more Mil
waukee Club to New York than farmers had actually raised in Wiscon
sin.*^
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Worried that such A*eports would soon hurt their market, members of 
the Board of Trade adopted a series of reforms between 1857 and 1859 
designed to improve the reputation of Chicago grain. The key step was to 
make formal distinctions between grains of different quality. Starting in 
1857, the Board no longer recognized “spring wheat” as a single cate
gory, but instead broke it into three grades ranked from high quality to 
low: “Club Spring,” “No. 1 spring,” and “No. 2 spring.”®* Even these 
proved inadequate, for in 1858 a Board committee announced that “to 
improve the character of our grain it will be necessary hereafter to reject 
entirely much of the grain that has heretofore passed as standard in this 
market.”*"* Board members therefore added a fourth category—“Rejec
ted”—to define the bottom of the scale.

The Board adopted comparable grades for corn, oats, rye, and barley^ 
but the greater yalue^f wheat meant that its grading scale became more 
complicated than the others as traders struggled to devise a standardized 

"^stemThat could adequately distinguish among wheat shipments of dif
ferent quality. Over the next several years, grading scales became ever 
more elaborate; by 1860, there were no fewer than ten different grades 
for wheat alone. Distinctions among grades inevitably depended to a con- 
siderable degree on subjective judgment: No. 1 white winter, for in
stance, required that the berry “be plump, well cleaned and free from 
other grains,” while No. 2 white winter was “sound, but not clean enough 
for No. 1.”*® There was plenty of room for disagreement in these stan
dards, but grades and the measures of quality they reflected—plumpness, 
purity, cleanliness, and weight—quickly became more and more clearly 
defined. The best grain was plumper, purer, cleaner, drier, and heavier 
than its competitors.

To make sure that the city’s elevators applied these grades consis
tently in filling their bins. Board members in 1857 for the first time re- 
solved to appoint an official “grain inspector of the city at large” who 
would be “competent and a good'judge 6Tthe qualities^f the"3nferent 
kinds of grain.”®® In 1860, after a brief unsuccessful period of working 
with inspectors employed by the elevators, the chief inspector was or
dered to hire and train a committee of assistants who, for a standard fee, 
would examine grain shipments and certify the grade of any elevator 
receipt traded on the floor of’Change.®^ To enable inspectors to do their 
work, the Board got the city’s elevator operators to agree (not altogether 
enthusiastically) that they would allow inspectors to enter warehouses to 
make sure that the grain in individual bins was actually of the grade that 
the elevator claimed it to be. This last step was crucial, for only thus could 
the Board guarantee that people purchasing elevator receipts in its meet
ing rooms would receive grain of the designated quality when they went
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to reclaim their shipments. Inspection underpinned the integrity of the 
grading system, which underpinned the integrity of the elevators, which 
underpinned the integrity of the Board’s own markets.

The Board’s inspection system was not without fraud, and over the 
years it came under repeated attack by people who worried that inspec
tors might be winking at corrupt practices. But since tbe Board’s mem
bers included just as many buyers as sellers—most members regularly 
operated on both sides of the market—jhe organization as a whole had a 
clear interest in honest grading. Even critics of the system acknowledged 
this. “That there are advantages in a well arranged and equitable grading 
system,” observed the editors of the Prairie Farmer in 1861, “no one can 
deny—it is an incentive to send good and merchantable well cleaned 
grain to market. It facilitates the handling of the large amounts of grain 
that find their way to this market, and without which it would be difficult 
to do it.”®® The Board’s inspectors might not always be competent, and 
they might not always detect the frauds that could be perpetrated in ele
vator bins. Everyone recognized “the great importance of placing men of 
character and sound judgment in these important positions.”®® Individ
ual inspectors undoubtedly engaged in dishonest practices from time to 
time, but the Board of Trade as a whole had no structural reason to bias 
inspections in one direction or another. Quite the contrary: all honest 
members benefited from knowing exactly what they were buying and 
selling.

The Board’s right to impose standardized grades and inspection rules 
on its members—and hence on the Chicago^market as a whole—was writ
ten into Illinois law in 1859, when the state legislature granted the organi- 
zation a special charter as “a body politic and corporate.”®" Under its 
terms, the Board gained the right to hire inspectors and measurers whose 
judgments about grain quality would be legally binding on Board mem
bers, who by now included among their number most grain traders in 
Chicago. If a dispute arose between members about whether someone 
had failed to fulfill a trading contract, a Board committee had the power 
to arbitrate between them. Remarkably, the charter declared that once 
the committee had rendered its decision, the ruling would have the same 
legal force “as if it were a judgment rendered in the Circuit Court.” New 
members joining the organization were required to swear an oath—with 
the full force of binding contract behind it—that they would obey the 
Board’s rules, regulations, and bylaws, in effect abandoning much of their 
right of appeal to the civil courts. The effect of the charter was that the 
Chicago Board of Trade—a private membership organization of grain 
merchants—became a quasi-judicial entity with substantial legal powers 
to regulate the city’s trade.®*
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By 1859, then, Chicago had acquired the three key institutions that 
dehned th^future of its grain trade: the elevator warehouse, the grading 

system, and, linking them, the privately regulated central market gov
erned hv the Board of Trade. Together, they constituted a revolution. As 
Henry Crosby Emery, one of the nineteenth century’s leading scholars of 

X commodity markets, wrote in 1896, “the development of the system of 
grading and of elevator receipts is the most important step in the history 

' of the grain trade.’’*2 The changes in Chicago’s markets suddenly made it 
possible for people to buy and sell grain not as the physical product of 
human labor on a particular tract of prairie earth but as an abstract claim 
on the golden stream flowing through the city’s elevators.

Chicagoans began to discover that a grain elevator had much in com- 
jaion with a bank—albeit a bank that paid no interest to its depositors. 

^ ^^armers or shippers took their wheat or corn to an elevator operator as if 
T they were taking gold or silver to a banker. After depositing the grain in a 

bin, the original owner accepted a receipt that could be redeemed for 
grain in much the same way that a check or banknote could be redeemed 
for precious metal. Again as with a bank, as long as people were confident 
that the elevator contained plenty of grain, they did not need to cash the 
receipt to make it useful. Because the flow of grain through the Chicago 
elevators was enormous, one could almost always count on them to con
tain enough grain to “back up” one’s receipt: the volume of the city’s 
trade in effect made receipts interchangeable. Instead of completing a 
sale by redeeming the receipt and turning over the physical grain to a 
purchaser, the original owner could simply turn over the receipt itself. 
The entire transaction could be completed—and repeated dozens of 
times—without a single kernel of wheat or corn moving so much as an 
inch. The elevators effectively created a new form of money, secured not 
by gold but by grain. Elevator receipts, as traded on the floor of’Change, 
accomplished the transmutation of one of humanity’s oldest foods, ob
scuring its physical identity and displacing it into the symbolic world of 
capital.®*
'^The elevator helped turn grain into capital by obscuring and distanc
ing its link with physical nature, while another new technology extended 
that process by weakening its link with geography. In lM8^the same year 
that Chicago merchants founded the Board of Trade, the first telegraph 
lin^ reached the city. The earliest messages from New York had to be 
relayed through Detroit and took some eighteen hours to arrive, but that

> 0U
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seemed nearly instantaneous compared with the days or weeks such mes
sages had taken before.®'* As the telegraph system expanded across the 
nation and became more efficient, hours became seconds. By the Civil 
War, there were 56,000 miles of telegraph wire throughout the country, 
annually carrying some five million messages with lightning speed.®* 

Because commodity prices were among the most important bits of 
information that traveled the wires, the coming of the telegraph meant 
that eastern and western markets began to move in tandem much more 
than before.®® As a result, those with the best access to telegraph news 
were often in the best position to gauge future movements of prices. The 
Chicago Democrat in September 1848 related the story of a Chicagoan who 
had raced down to the docks after receiving word from the telegraph 
office that wheat prices were rising on the East Coast. “Seeking among 
the holders of Illinois wheat, whom he might make a meal of,” he

soon came across his man, and immediately struck a bargain for a cargo at 
eighty cents per bushel, the seller chuckling over his trade. In less than / 
fifteen minutes, however, the market rose to eighty-five, and the fortunate / 
possessor of the news by the last flash pocketed the cool five hundred.®^

Although telegraphic information created speculative opportunities 
of this sort, it also increased the efficiency of regional markets by giving 
traders throughout the country speedier access to the same news. To the 
extent that local price ditterences reflected uncertainty about conditions 
in other markets—uncertainty of the sort John Burrows had experienced 
when he launched his unlucky boatload of potatoes down the Missis
sippi—the telegraph brought prices in distant places closer together by 
reducing the chance that people would act on bad information. In the 
wake of the telegraph, news of western harvests brought instant shifts in 
New York markets, while news of European wars or grain shortages just \ 
as rapidly changed prices in Chicago. Local events—a drought, say, or an }. 
early frost—ceased to be so important in setting prices for grain or other 
crops^ If local circumstances forced up prices at one place, the telegraph 
allowed knowledgeable buyers to go elsewhere, driving local prices back 
down. As markets became more efficient, their prices discounted local 
condixioos and converged with regional, national, and even international 
price levels. The wider the telegraph’s net became, the more it unified 
previously isolated economies. The result was a new market geography 
that had less to do with the soils or climate of a given locality than with the 
prices and information flows of the economy as a whole.®®

As part of its new landscape of information, the telegraph helped 
focus attention on cities that already had large trade volumes. A farmer in
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Iowa inevitably wanted to know wheat prices in Chicago, just as a banker 
in Chicago wanted to know interest rates in New York. Although the 
telegraph dispersed price information across an ever widening geograph
ical field, it also concentrated the sources of such information in a few key 
markets. The dense flow of news in cities like Chicago and New York 
allowed their prices to reflect trade conditions not just for the local econ
omy but for the national and even the global economy. Once such central 
markets had become established, people in other places looked to New 
York and Chicago prices before all others, enhancing the significance and 
geographical reach of those two cities in a kind of self-fulfilling prophecy.

The new communication technology had much to do with making the 
Chicago Board of Trade one of the key grain markets in the world by the 
late 1850s. The Board began regularly posting telegraph messages from 
New York in 1858, and the Chicago newspapers started carrying daily 
market reports from New York, Buffalo, Oswego, and Montreal shortly 
thereafter. When Board members moved into tbeir new Exchange Hall in 
1860, they made sure that a telegraph office occupied the western end of 
the trading room.®® The same new emphasis on telegraphic information 
occurred in New York as well, where the New York Stock Exchange £Ose 
to prominence as the national market for securities during the same pe- 
riodrarTdTn much the same way.^®® N^s of events in th^ese emerging 
central markets flashed outward along the wires and helped set prices 
wherever it went. One eastern traveler in 1851 remarked after seeing a 
telegraph line crossing the Mississippi River,

It seemed like the nervous system of the nation, conveying, quick as 
thought, the least sensation from extremity to head, the least volition from 
head to extremity. . . . Or, like a vast arterial system, it carries the pulsa
tions of the heart to the farthest extremity; and by these wires stretched 
across the Mississippi, I could hear the sharp, quick beating of the great 
heart of New York.'®'

But the very^ cpf^d of that he.arthpat’s spreading rhythm created a 
problem: although prices might travel from New York to Chicago and 
back again in a matter of minutes or seconds, grain could hardly do the 
same. Bushels~of wheat or corn still took days or weeks to complete their 
eastward journey. Since everything depended on buyers’ being able to 
examine grain before they offered a price for it, at least part of the ship
ment had to reach its destination before parties to the sale could reach an 
agreement. The old grain-marketing system had solved this difficulty by 
sending forward a small express sample of the larger shipment, allowing 
eastern buyers to make their purchases before tbe bulk of tbe grain ar-
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rived. But there was no way in which even small samples could move 
quickly enough to lock in the prices coming over telegraph wires. By the 
time a sample or shipment reached its eastern destination so that buyers 
could make an offer after examining it, prices might already have changed 
drastically. Neither buyers nor sellers were bappy about tbe risks such 
delayed transactions entailed. /

Fortunately for both parties, there was a way around'this dilemma.JL f'f 
buyers and sellers could complete their orrain transactions b_y telegraph,

V- /they could escape the risk and uncmaintv of a fluctuating markeL. How 
ever much prices might change in the future, merchants and millers could
know that they would receive their grain at the price they expected. The 
means to this happy end were already available from the same institution 
that had resolved the elevators’ problem of mixing grain in common bins. 
When the Board of Trade adopted a standard grading system, it made 
grain interchangeable not just between elevator bins but between cities 
and continents as well. Once people inside and outside Chicago began to 
know and trust tbe Board’s new grades, a New York grain dealer could 
purchase five thousand bushels of Chicago No. 2 spring wheat solely on 
the basis of prices quoted over the telegraph lines. No longer was it nec
essary to see a sample of any particular shipment, for all grain of a given 
grade was for practical purposes identical. A New Yorker could simply 
check telegraph quotations from the floor of ’Change and wire back an 
order when the price seemed right, without having to examine a sample 
of the grain in advance. ^

Telegraphic orders of this sort encouraged a sharp rise in what traders 
called “to arrive” contracts for grain. Under these contracts, a seller 
promised to deliver grain to its buyer by some specified date in the future. 
Like the telegraph, “to arrive” contracts significantly diminished the risks 
of trading grain. With the advent of standard grades, it became possible 
to sell grain to its final customer before it actually began its journey east. 
A western seller could sign a contract agreeing to deliver grain to an 
eastern buyer at a specified price within thirty days or some other period 
of time. With the sale thus guaranteed, most of the tmg-related risks of 
grain storage or transportation disappeared: had John Burrows been able 
to use the telegraph to contract in advance for delivering his boatload of 
potatoes in New Orleans, his journey would have had a much happier 
ending.’®2 Moreover, banks were willing to offer loans to farmers and 
shippers on the basis of such contracts, so commission merchants found 
their credit requirements significantly reduced. Customers no longer 
needed to borrow from commission merchants, but could get immediate 
cash by using their “to arrive” contracts and elevator receipts as security 
Tor bank loans.'®'' Such “to arrive” contracts were an old legal form that

1
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had been in use on a small scale at Buffalo, Chicago, and other grain
trading cities since the 1840s, but the telegraph and the grading system 
gave them unprecedented popularity.

“To ^ive” contracts ijxxombmation with^s^dardized re-
ceip^ jnade possible Chicago’s greatest innovation in the grain trade: the 
futuresn^et.105 “To agive” contracts solved a problem for grain ship. 
tyrs by ending tjieir uncertainty about future price changes; at the same 
time, they opened up new opporTunities for speculators who were willing 
to absorb the risk of price uncertainty themselves. If one was willing to 
gamble on the direction of future price movements, one could make a “to 
arrive” contract for grain one did not yet own, since one could always buy 
gram from an elevator to meet the contract just before it fell due. This is 
exactly what speculators did. Contracting to sell grain one didn’t yet 
own—“selling short”—enabled one to gamble that the price of grain 
when the contract fell due would be lower than the contract’s purchaser 
was legally bound to pay. By promising to deliver ten thousand bushels of 
wheat at seventy cents a bushel by the end ofjune, for instance, one could 
make $500 if the price of wheat was actually only sixty-five cents at that 
time, since the buyer had contracted to pay seventy cents whatever the 
market price. When June came to an end, one had only to buy the neces
sary number of elevator receipts at their current price on the Chicago 
Board of Trade, and use them to fulfill the terms of the contract. Given 
the enormous volume of elevator receipts in circulation, there was little 
reason to fear that grain would not be available when the “to arrive” 
contract fell due.

It is impossible to fix the earliest date at which a full-fledged futures 
market existed in Chicago. The city’s newspapers commented on the 
frequency of sales for future delivery as early as the Crimean War (1853- 
56).106 Such sales, however, were often “to arrive” contracts which specu
lators secured by borrowing elevator receipts from actual holders of 
gram, and so (unlike true futures contracts) were limited in scale by the 
number of receipts in circulation.io7 During the Civil War, the Union 
ymy_s demand for oats and_pprkgenerated a huge speculative market in 
^se commoditjes, whidTfinaflyTielped institutionalize futureTtracUng 
^ asUndard-feature of the^icago''%^d of Trade. It warno~acaa^nt 
that the Board adopted it^ first formal rules governing futures contracts 
in 1865.108 ----------- ------------------------- >

At whatever point we choose to locate its origins, a new sort of grain 
market had emerged at the Chicago Board of Trade by the second half of 
the 1860s. Alongside the older, more familiar market, in which traders 
bought and sold elevator receipts for grain actually present in the city, 
there was a growng market in contracts for the future delivery of grairi
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that perhaps did not even exist yet. These new contracts represented a 
departure from the older grain market in several key ways. As defined by 
the Board’s bylaws, they referred not to actual physical grain but to fixed 
quantities of standardized of grain. They called for delivery not at 
the moment the contract was struck but at a future date and time that was 
also standardized by the Board’s rules. The contract, in other words, 
followed a rigidly predefined form, so that, as Henry Emery noted, “only 
the determination of the total amount and the price is left open to the 
contracting parties.This meant that futures contracts—like the eleva
tor receipts on which they depended—were essentially interchangeable, 
and could be bought and sold quite independently of the physical grain 
that might or might not be moving through the city.

Moreover, the seller of such a contract did not necessarily even have 
to deliver grain on the day it fell due. As long as the buyer was willing, the 
two could settle their transaction by simply exchanging the difference 
between the grain’s contracted price and its market price when the con
tract expired. Imagine, for instance, that Jones sold Smith a futures con
tract for 10,000 bushels of No. 2 spring wheat at 70 cents a bushel, to be 
delivered at the end ofjune. If that grade was in fact selling for 68 cents a 
bushel on June 30, Jones could either purchase 10,000 bushels at the 
lower price and deliver the receipts to Smith or—more conveniently 
still accept a cash payment of $200 from Smith to make up the differ
ence between the contract price and the market price. Had the wheat cost 
72 cents on June 30, on the other hand, Jones would have paid Smith the
$200."o

In either case, Jones and Smith could complete their transaction with
out any grain ever changing hands. Although those who sold futures 
contracts were legally bound to deliver gr^ if requested to do so, in 
practicelK^rarely had to As the historian Morton Rothstein has aptlv 

^t, the futures market, when viewed in the most cynical terms, was a 
place where “men who don’t own something are selling that something to 
men who don t really want it.”"i Resolving this apparent paradox reveals 
the extent to which the Chicago grain market had distanced itself from 
the agricultural world around it. The futures market was a market not in 
grain but in the price of grain. By entering into futures contracts, one 
bought and sold not wheat or corn or oats but the prices of those goods as 
they would exist at a future time. Speculators made and lost money by 
selling each other legally binding forecasts of how much grain prices 
would rise or fall.

As the futures market emerged in the years following the Civil War, 
speculative interests dominated more and more of the trading on the 
floor of ’Change. On either side of any given futures contract stood two
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figures, metaphorically known to traders and the public alike as the bull 
and the beard 12 Bulls, bgliei^ing that the trend of grain prices was up- 
ward, tended to buy tutures contracts in the hope that they would be 
cheaper than the market price of grain by the time they fell due. on
the other hand, believing that the trend of p_ric£s_was downward, tended 
to sell futures contracts in the hope that they would be more expensive 
than the market price of grain when they expired. Except under certain 
special circumstances, neither bulls nor bears cared much about actually 
owning grain."^ One was “long” while the other was “short,” and each 
needed the other to make the market in future prices possible. Since both 
were gambling that the predictions of the other were wrong, t^^ains_of 
one always matched the losses_of the other. From the point of view of the 
tradersTiTmattered llttle^whether the acTual price of grain rose or fell, 
whether farm crops were good or bad, except insofar as these things 
corroborated price predictions and thereby determined which specula

tive animal won or lost.
Grain elevators and grading systems had helped transmute wheat and 

corn into monetary abstractions, but the futures contract extended the 
abstraction by liberating the grain trade itself from the very process which 
had once defined it: the exchange of physical grain. In theory, one could 
buy, sell, and settle up price differences without ever worrying about 
whether anything really existed to back up contracts which purported to 
be promises for future delivery of grain. One proof of this was the speed 
with which futures trading surpassed cash trading—the buying and sell
ing of actual grain—at the Chicago Board of Trade. Although no one kept 
accurate statistics comparing the two markets, the Chicago Tribune es
timated in 1875 that the city’s cash grain business amounted to about 
$200 million; the trade in futures, on the other hand, was ten times 
greater, with a volume of $2 billion. A decade later, theChicago futures 
market had grown to the point that its volume_^s probably fifte^o

citv’sJradFhT^sical grain.115 Jhat ‘h^
trade in not-yet-existing future grain far surpassed the number of bushels 
actually passing through the city’s elevators was strong evidence that Chi
cago speculators were buying and selling not wheat or corn but pieces of 
paper whose symbolic relationship to wheat or corn was tenuous at best.

And yet however tenuous that relationship might have become, it 
could never finally disappear, for one simple reason. No futures contract 
ever overtly stated that it could be canceled by settling tbe difference 
between its price and the market price for grain on a given day.“6 Al
though the practice of “settling differences” became exceedingly com
mon, written contracts—which after all were enforceable in a court of 
law__stated that grain would be delivered on the day they expired. Since
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futures contracts rapidly came to have standardized expiration dates— 
usually the last day of certain months—the market in future prices and_the 
market in real grain had to intersect each other at regular intervals. _Qp 
the day a futures contract expired, prices in the cash grain market deter- 
mihe3Tts~valuerBecauselhey did so, the^tivities of speculators working 
the floor of ’Change sooner or later circled back to those of farmers 
working the black prairie soil of the western countryside. Remote as the 
two groups often seemed from each other, they were linked by the forces 
of a single market.

Never was this clearer than when a group of speculators, working in 
unison, succeeded in “cornering” one of Chicago’s grain markets, an 
event that became increasingly common in the decades following the 
Civil War. To accomplish this feat, a group of grain traders (invariably 
bulls) began quietly buying up futures contracts for a particular date, 
usually just prior to a new harvest, when supplies were at their lowest."’ 
At the same time, they bought up physical (“spot” or “cash”) grain as 
well, in the hope that they could control most of the city’s supply by the 
time futures contracts fell due. Since their ultimate plan was to manipu
late the market to trap unwary bear speculators who had sold grain for 
future delivery, their purchases had to be as invisible as possible, lest 
other traders refuse to sell. For this reason, corners often seemed myste
rious events, emerging suddenly and taking traders by surprise without 
anyone’s being quite certain who had set the trap.

The logic of a corner lay in forcing speculators to deliver real physical 
grain In^ad of following their usuaf^actice ot settling pric^e differences. 
If a bear speculator could not make delivery "as a contractpromised, be
cause tbe operators of the corner owned all available grain, the seller had 
no choice but to fulfill the contract by purchasing grain from the corner- 
ers themselves, usually at exorbitant prices. The operators of a corner 
could name virtually any price, for the futures contract had the full penal
ties of civil law supporting it. Those who failed to deliver on their legal 
promise placed their businesses and reputations in jeopardy, and could 
even face bankruptcy or jail. The sums of money that might change hands 
under such circumstances were enormous, running into thousands and 
finally millions of dollars. A cornered market was a painful and expensive 
reminder that elevator receipts and paper contracts were ultimately 
backed by real grain.

The futures market came to fruition in the years immediately follow
ing the Civil War, and so did the corner."* Alfred Andreas, Chicago’s 
leading nineteenth-century historian, remembered 1868 as “the year of 
corners.” “Scarcely a month” went by, he wrote, “without a corner on 
’Change. Three on wheat, two on corn, one on oats, and one attempted
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on rye-----Among the most successful was one which can serve as an
example of the whole phenomenon: the corner on No. 2 spring wheat run 
during the month ofjune.i^o Jn late May and early June, a syndicate led 
by the grain traders John Lyon of Chicago and Angus Smith of Milwaukee 
gradually bought futures contracts for nearly a million bushels, to be 
delivered on June 30. *21 By June 24, as traders began to realize they were 
being squeezed in a corner, the Tribune market report declared, “The 
feeling has been growing for some time past that ruling prices are unnat
ural-----Wheat being held off the market by parties able to control it, the
price goes up or down as they turn the screws on more tightly or relax
them a little-----”122 On June 30, when the cornered contracts finally fell
due. No. 2 spring wheat sold for $2.20 per bushel in Chicago, twenty 
cents more than the same grain selling in New York. Since it cost at least 
forty cents a bushel to move wheat between the two cities, this meant that 
the corner had driven Chicago prices at least sixty cents above their nor
mal level. 123

As the Tribune reported, proof that the Lyon-Smith syndicate had suc
cessfully cornered the market came the instant June futures contracts 
expired:

Five minutes before 3 o’clock yesterday afternoon wheat sold readily in 
Chicago at |2.20 per bushel. Five minutes after 3 o’clock it was freely 
offered at $1.85, but no one wanted it, and no one bought a grain. The 
difference of 35 cents per bushel . . . [was] a natural sequel to the
“corner.’’i24

For individual speculators, most of whom had sold their futures contracts 
at 11.80 to $ 1.90 per bushel, the consequences of the corner were painful 
indeed. They could fulfill a standard contract for 5,000 bushels at the end 
of the month only by purchasing grain from the corner’s operators, at a 
loss of perhaps $1,250 per contract. In thejune 1868 corner, the opera
tors’ average gain was about twenty-five cents per bushel on 875,000 
bushels, producing a gross income of nearly $220,000,125 The Tribune’s 
market report suggested that some small traders had “probably lost their 
all—the accumulations of long years of toil—and have received a valuable 
lesson almost too late to profit by it.’’i26 Alfred Andreas explained the 
lesson more explicitly: however remote the futures market might seem 
from the movement of real grain, “there was an actual basis of property 
underneath every trade; and . . . to sell what one did not possess was 
fraught with as much danger as to buy what one could not pay for.’’i27 

Who suffered from a successful corner? First and foremost, the bear 
speculators who had been forced to redeem futures contracts at inflated
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prices; in this sense, the corner was just a transfer of wealth from one 
group of grain traders to another. Although large speculators were by no 
means immune to being trapped in a corner, many of those who lost most 
heavily were probably smaller traders who were less in touch with day-to- 
day activities in the Chicago market: country grain dealers placing orders 
through Chicago traders, for instance, or speculators “of small means” 
who, “tempted by the golden offers of cpmmission men, order them to 
buy or sell short, and pay a small percentage for the trouble.”i28 Those 
who did not speculate were much less directly affected. The few farmers 
who still had spring wheat to sell benefited temporarily from higher 
prices in Chicago markets; and because the grain purchased during the 
corner never commanded such high prices when it finally reached New 
York, eastern consumers probably experienced little increase in the price 
of bread as a result.'29

But the effects of the corner were not limited to the speculators who 
had participated in it. Its most obvious consequence was to distort the 
Chicago wheat market for an extended period of time both during and 
after the corner. By the last week injune, No. 2 spring wheat was actually 
selling at a higher price than the better-quality No. 1 spring wheat (which 
was not cornered); sales of the latter virtually halted after desperate bears 
bought the better wheat and had it graded down to try to meet their 
contracts.'3® Fewer and fewer wheat sales of any kind occurred as the end 
of the month approached, until June 30 itself, when nearly a quarter of a 
million bushels changed hands as trapped speculators closed out their 
contracts.

The next day, the Tribune reported that the wheat market had col
lapsed: “there were no transactions, or so few that the market was the 
dullest within the memory of the oldest inhabitant.”'®' This too was a 
predictable consequence of the earlier market manipulations. The classic 
problem of running a corner was bringing it to a successful close. Even if 
one had made enormous profits when cornered futures contracts ex
pired, one still faced the difficult task of selling off the vast stockpile of 
grain one had acquired to make the corner possible in the first place. 
Keeping the grain in store cost money, but putting it up for sale inevitably 
caused prices to decline, sometimes precipitously. If the bulls who had 
cornered the market did not have time to sell off their grain before prices 
fell below the level at which they had originally purchased it, they ran the 
serious risk of losing all their profits from the earlier transactions. The 
bears might get their revenge after all. In the parlance of the day, the 
cornered wheat was “an elephant which it is equally difficult to keep as to 
get rid of safely. ”'®2 Later in the century, speculators told of how hard it 
was to “bury the corpse” when the corner was done.
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In 1868, other traders knew that the speculators who had run the 
corner would have to dispose of their grain, and also feared that the 
Lyon-Smith syndicate might be in a position to repeat its performance in 
July. 133 Because uncertainty about the future direction of local wheat 
prices was so great, traders were “skeery,” and refused either to buy or to 
sell until the direction of the market became clearer. “It is well known,” 
wrote the Tribune’s reporter, that the corner’s operators “have a large 
amount on hand, which may be thrown on the market at any time and 
swamp it. This destroys the desire to buy, while sellers are equally 
scarce. . . .”i34 As the stagnant market dragged on into the middle of the 
month, speculators who had earlier contracted to deliver wheat at the end 
of July started to fear that they might be caught in a corner again, and 
they therefore purchased grain from other cities to be able to make 
delivery on time. The bizarre result was that wheat began to be shipped 
south to Chicago from Racine, Wisconsin, “at a cost nearly equal to that 
required to carry it from Chicago to Buffalo,” even though Chicago 
continued to have large quantities of wheat in store.Wheat prices 
remained higher in Chicago than in nearby markets—Milwaukee’s No. 1 
spring wheat was cheaper than Chicago’s No. 2—so millers and other 
large consumers of grain simply stopped buying from the city.**®

This state of affairs persisted until the end of July, with only a few 
thousand bushels of wheat changing hands each day in a market accus
tomed to handling ten times that quantity. Traders lamented that “the 
rushing torrent of last month had become a peaceful gully, without a 
stream.Farmers and merchants whose railroad connections to Chi
cago made them dependent on the Board of Trade had trouble getting 
any price at all for their grain. In Chicago itself, grain traders grew angry 
about the disruption of their ordinary business. By the end of the month, 
the Tribune, which had initially held itself aloof from commenting on the 
shenanigans at the Board, issued a stern indictment of the whole busi
ness:

If anything more sick than the wheat market of the present time can be 
invented, we do not want to see it, and if the members of the late combina
tion can take pleasure in viewing the demoralization they have wrought, 
they are exceptions to the ordinary run of human nature. The Corner was 
as disastrous in its influence on the wheat trade, as a long continued strike 
is to the business of a city. It has completely upset the order of things, kept 
the cereal from the city, driven operators away, and forced millers to buy 
elsewhere. The chances are that the exhaustion will not be recovered from 
in many months, though . . . the arrival of New Wheat will surely produce 
some current, though a small one, in this hitherto important channel of
trade.'38
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Corners, in short, seemed to call into question the legitimacy of the entire 
futures market.

The market finally did become more active in August after traders 
realized that the syndicate had apparently failed (or perhaps had not even 
tried) to corner July wheat.'®® Just when everyone had begun to feel more 
comfortable, however, an equally severe corner in September corn 
squeezed many bear speculators so badly that some of the most promi
nent trading houses in the city found themselves hard pressed to honor 
their commitments. Even E. V. Robbins, president of the Board of Trade, 
became so financially embarrassed in the September corner that he felt 
obliged to tender his resignation to the Board’s directors. They refused 
to accept it, on the grounds that he was an honorable man who had been 
caught out through no fault of his own. Instead, they castigated the cor
ner operators themselves. On October 13, Board members passed a reso
lution that

the practice of “corners,” of making contracts for the purchase of a com
modity, and then taking measures to render it impossible for the seller to 
fill his contract, for the purpose of extorting money from him, has been 
too long tolerated by this and other commercial bodies in the country to 
the injury and discredit of legitimate commerce, [and] that these transac
tions are essentially improper and fraudulent.. . .'■‘o

To put teeth in this resolution, members amended the Board’s bylaws so 
that traders could appeal to a disinterested panel if they felt they had been 
cornered. The panel had the formal power to recognize the existence of a 
corner, and then to break it by allowing cornered bears to use nonstan
dard grades of grain in paying off their futures contracts. In addition, 
the Board could suspend the membership of anyone who tried to run a 
corner.'"*'

If the purpose of the new rule was to put an end to corners, it failed. 
The Board’s directors proved reluctant to enforce the anticorner regula
tions, and corners continued unabated to the end of the century and 
beyond. They became if anything more spectacular with time, the most 
famous being the Leiter corner of 1896, which Frank Norris immortalized 
in his novel The Pit. Although members sometimes invoked Board 
rules to try to close out corners once they had been run, few grain traders 
expected corners to disappear altogether.'*® Indeed, their emotions 
about corners were an odd mixture of fear and admiration. A corner 
operator was a gambler’s gambler. Whether one saw such people as 
heroes or as villains, one still had to admire their daring: tales of great 
corners and their operators became the stuff of Board legend.'**
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More important, few traders were willing to attack a phenomenon that J 
seemed to flow from the heart of the market itself. Chicago’s great inno
vation in the grain trade had been to simplify the natural diversity of 
wheat, corn, and other crops so that people could buy and sell them as 
homogeneous abstractions. To accomplish that task, the Board of Trade 
had drawn artificial boundaries to separate one abstract category of grain 
from another: spring wheat from winter wheat. No. 1 wheat from No. 2 
wheat, and so on. Without those boundaries, neither futures nor corners 
would have been possible on any large scale. The futures contract de
pended on buyers and sellers not having to worry about evaluating the 
quality of the grain they were trading, especially since that grain often did 
not yet exist at the moment they bought and sold it. Standard grades 
eliminated such worries, but they also segmented the market so that grain i 
of one grade could not legally be used to fulfill contracts for grain of 3 
another. With the market divided up in this way, speculators found it j 
possible to buy up all rights to future grain of a particular grade. By ^ 
institutionalizing the contractual boundaries which prevented traders j 
from exchanging grains of different grades, the Board created the essen- | 

tial condition that made corners possible, Because that condition was I 
no less essential to the “legitimate” grain-trading apparatus of Chicago, I 
the Board could hardly afford to attack the corner problem at its root. I 
Corners were an almost inevitable result not just of the futures contract I 
but of grain grading and elevators as well; all three derived from the same I 
artificial partitioning of the economic landscape, the same second nature. |

Boundary Disputes

Outsiders were much less prepared than traders to accept this newly 
partitioned market as natural or inevitable, and even Board members 
were uncomfortable with some of the changes going on around them. 
The late 1860s saw widespread agitation throughout Illinois for legisla
tion to regulate what many farmers and merchants regarded as a long list | 

of abuses in the Chicago marketplace. In that list, corners were only the I 
most dramatic sign that railroads, elevators, standard grades, and futures I 
contracts had imposed a new order on Chicago’s grain markets. Although I 
the complaints took many forms, most came down to the same fundamen- I 
tal problem: how to draw appropriate boundaries around the products of I 
rural nature, and who should benefit from those boundaries. Despite the 
deep suspicion that many rural residents felt toward the Board of Trade 
and Its mysterious market, farmers and Board members often found 
themselves on the same side of arguments about how to reform Chicago’s
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fjfrain trade. Moreover, they had a common enemy: the grain elevator 
operators.

The Board’s new grading system, of course, touched farmers as much 
as traders. Each time a farmer delivered grain to an elevator and had it 
graded by one of the Board’s inspectors, its market value depended on 
the particular grade it received. In I860, the Board defined No. 1 spring 
wheat as weighing more than 59 pounds per bushel, while No. 2 spring 
wheat weighed from 56 to 59 pounds. Any spring wheat weighing less 
than 56 pounds was labeled Rejected; it still had a market, but brought a 
much lower price. Although the weight of real physical wheat varied con
tinuously along this scale from No. 1 to No. 2 to rejected, the inspection 
systejn’s bo^ndari&s defined how much farmers or merchants actually 
received when they finally sold their grain. Whether wheat weighed an 
ounce more or less than 56 pounds might make a difference of ten cents 
or more per bushel in its price. If a family raised 500 bushels of wheat, its 
income could rise or fall by more than 10 percent—$50 if the price was 
$1.00 per bushel—depending on which side of the grade boundary its 
grain happened to be placed.

Because grade boundaries might mean the difference between profit 
or loss for a family’s annual crop, arguments about inspection and grad
ing were almost unavoidable. This was especially true when grade prices 
differed markedly. In the words of one country dealer, “the wider the 
difference between the different grades in price, the more particular will 
be the grading. . . .”*47 As graders drew sharper boundaries between 
grain shipments that seemed nearly identical, disputes about grading 
grew more frequent. Sometimes complaints reflected a farmer’s or mer
chant’s unwillingness to accept the true value of a shipment; sometimes 
they reflected an inspector’s unfair grading; but always they reflected a 
dispute over how to impose artificial boundaries on the world of “natu
ral” grain.

Disputes about grade boundaries manifested themselves as com- 
plaints about elevator fraud, which became a major political grievance of 
Illinois farmers and grain traders during the 1860s and 1870s. Many such 
complaints were well justified. Grain inspectors were sometimes dis
honest, classifying a farmer’s or trader’s shipment into a lower grade than 
it actually deserved and giving someone else—usually the elevator opera
tor—the resulting difference in value. Elevators on occasion set their 
scales to underweigh an entire shipment and thereby lower its grade. 
One reason the Board hired its own team of inspectors in 1860 was to 
reduce the likelihood of such fraud, for Board members had as strong an 
interest as farmers in properly graded grain. Stories nonetheless cir
culated of farmers who had sent two carloads of identical grain to Chi-
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cago, one of which was then graded No. 1 and the other Rejected, with a 
resulting ten- to fifteen-cent difference in price per bushel. The Board 
did not deny that such things could happen, but argued that they were 
much more the exception than the rule; “while general charges of a very 
indefinate [iic] character have frequently been made against [the inspec
tors’] decisions, by parties in interest,” one Board report declared, 
“nothing has ever been established that would indicate they were wanting 
in either honesty or ability.”*®** Reassuring declarations of this sort 
proved unpersuasive to farmers, for it did not take much anecdotal evi
dence to confirm rural suspicions that the entire Chicago market was 
corrupt. Farmers “knew” that railroads, elevators, inspectors, and “grain 
gamblers” were all in league to swindle the defenseless producer.*®*

But not all conflicts over grade boundaries signified obvious fraud. 
The grading system itself could structurally favor one group of traders 
over another simply by the number of grades it contained. The fewer 
standard grades there were, the more possible it was for buyers to benefit 
at the expense of sellers from variations in the true value of physical grain 
within any particular grade.*®^ To take advantage of such variation, a 
buyer or an elevator operator had only to mix grain from different grades. 
If one farmer sold 1,000 bushels of No. 2 wheat weighing 59 pounds, and 
another sold 1,000 bushels of Rejected wheat weighing 55 pounds, an 
elevator could combine the two lots and instantly produce 2,000 bushels 
of No. 2 wheat weighing 57 pounds. If the price differential between the 
grades was ten cents, the simple act of mixing yielded a profit to the 
elevator of $ 100. * ®®

Farmers naturally believed that this $100 had been stolen from them, 
but the nature of the theft was difficult to define.*®^ No elevator could 
operate without mixing at least the grain within a given grade, and the 
opportumt^or making a profit by mixing across grades was intrinsic to 
die grading system itself “Out of this right to mix, " declared the Tribune, 

'^rows the whole possibility of fraud.”*®® The incentive to mix across 
grades, like the ability to run a corner, flowed directly from the partition
ing of Chicago’s grain market. The Board’s grading system relied on the 
conventional fiction that grain was uniform within grades, but physical 
grain remained as variable as ever. Even the Board admitted that grading 
could not do "even and exact justice ... to every car load of grain,” for 
“that would require that there should be no variation whatever in differ
ent lots of grain graded into the same class.” In fact, there had to be such 
variation, for the whole point of the grading system was to simplify the 
minute differences among real grain shipments so that they could be 
more easily combined and traded. “Between a very good car of, say No. 1 
or No. 2 spring wheat, and a very poor car of the same grade,” observed 
the Board, “there may be several cents difference of actual value.. . .”*®®
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Those who combined grades used the Board’s necessary fiction of within- 
grade homogeneity to profit from the very real heterogeneity of physical 
grain: mixing happened on the boundary between first and second na
ture, and was possibly only because of the tension between them.

Whatever the logic behind it, mixing disturbed farmers and ^o^ 
members alike, for it seemed to call into question the honesty and integ- 
nt^TH^Uie^ole grading system. What made mixing particularly objec
tionable was the uniquely powerful position of elevator operators, who 
could earn large sums of money by manipulating the physical partitions 
between grain bins so as to profit from the conceptual partitions between 
grain grades. By mixing grain to bring it as close as possible to the lower 
boundary of a grade, elevators ccmld capture the hidden value of lntra-~ 
grade~vanatio^or themselvesTanacnh^ seemed both dishonest and 

unfair.*®^
But this was by no means the only complaint that farmers and Board 

-members had against the elevators. Equally objectionable were the legal 
agreements elevator operators made with the railroads to segment Chi
cago’s grain-handling market geographically. ByJJJO, Chicago had_s^- 
enteen eleva^s wi^ a total capacity of 11.6_jnillipn bushels_o^f gram. 
Each received grain from only a single railroad, and eaclyhad a contract 
whichga^it exclusivTrights to thegrain delivered by that road.*®® The 
railroads rarely operated elevators themselves, but received a percentage 
of the elevators’ profits as part of the agreement between them. Five 
private partnerships managed all the large elevators in the city. More
over, the ten to fifteen individuals who made up these partnerships were 
financially so closely linked to each other, and had so successfully re
stricted the possibilities of competition among themselves, that they ef
fectively acted as a single bloc. When farmers and traders complained 
about an “elevator monopoly” in Chicago, they knew what they were 

talking about.*®®
Farmers and shippers sending grain to Chicago had virtually no 

choice about which elevator their grain entered; this enabled elevators to 
set uniform rates without fear of losing business. A typical elevator 
charge in the 1860s was two cents per bushel, which included receiving, 
twenty days storage, and shipping; this amounted to about 5 percent of 
the total transport cost of moving grain from its point of origin to New 
York.*®** On that basis, the Prairie Farmer in 1864 calculated Chicago s 
total elevator income to be roughly $1 million, with about $80,000 going 
to an average elevator and more than double that to a large one.*®* The 
lack of cost data makes it difficult to estimate profit rates from these 
figures, but elevator operators did declare personal incomes ranging 
from $30,000 to $100,000 per year during the 1860s.*®®

People debated among themselves whether such incomes were legiti-
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mate. The Prairie Farmer, speaking to a rural audience, concluded that 
“no business men in Chicago are more rapidly becoming independently 
rich than the warehousemen. Their fortunes are being made entirely 
from off the farmers of the country.’’^®* Probably because Board mem
bers understood better than farmers the practical necessity of grain eleva
tors in the Chicago market—some undoubtedly remembered the much 
higher handling costs of water-based transport before elevators existed— 
they were prepared to be more generous in the face of such charges. 
While concluding at the end of an official investigation in 1866 that the 
rates for storage of grain in Chicago were “quite high enough,” a Board 
committee noted that they were no higher than rates charged by elevators 
in Buffalo, at the other end of the Great Lakes transportation corridor.*®* 
Elevators performed an important service in moving grain to market, said 
the Board, and those who benefited from that market—farmers and trad
ers both—should expect to pay a reasonable charge for the service.

Board members had different fears about the elevators which farmers 
were less likely to share, for grain trade^ worried about the elevators* 
power to threaten the integrity of the Board’s own market.*®® Whether 
the price ofgrain rosFbr felforTtHeHo^ of ’Change depended, at least 
from the supply side, on how much grain the bulls and bears thought the 
city’s elevators contained. The elevator operators, unlike everyone else, 
actually knew such numbers to the nearest bushel, and so had an enor
mous advantage when speculating—usually secretly—in the market.*®® 
“The warehousemen,” one observer reported, “had the inside track, be
cause they knew exactly the amount of grain on hand.”*®^ Elevator opera
tors could predict ordinary price movements better than most traders. 
They knew when a grain could probably be cornered, and when a corner 
could probably be broken. As one Cook County politician remarked, the 
elevators were not only “the largest gamblers in grain in Chicago ..., but 
gamblers who play with marked cards.. . .”*6®

Gambling with marked cards involved more than just knowing how 
much grain Chicago’s elevators contained. Both the grading system and 
the futures market depended on elevator receipts for their very existence, 
and the elevator operators controlled those receipts in a way no one else 
could. By issuing receipts, the elevator operators effectively printed 
money. The money was good as long as there was grain corresponding to 
each receipt. But if elevator operators illegally issued counterfeit receipts 
for grain that did not exist, they could mint themselves a fortune without 
anyone’s ever knowing. Corners presented special opportunities in this 
respect. At the height of a corner, an elevator operator might gradually 
sell 10,000 bushels worth of counterfeit receipts to speculators who were 
desperately trying to meet the obligations of their futures contracts.
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Later, after the corner was over and the price ofgrain had fallen, say, forty 
cents, the operator could buy back those 10,000 receipts and pocket 
$4,000 from the transaction, with no one the wiser. Elevator operators 
could also collude with speculators who were running a corner by refus
ing to admit how much grain they had in store, or by falsely declaring that 
the grain they did have was heating”—spoiling—and could no longer be 
traded. All of these maneuvers were illegal, but they appear to have oc
curred with some frequency during the late 1860s. In the absence of 
effective means for regulating and policing the elevators, little could he 
done to prevent such abuses.*®®

In the years following the Civil War, then, critics of Chicago’s grain 
market had a long list of indictments against the city’s elevators: fraudu
lent grading, dishonest weighing, mixing grades, restricting competition, 
hiding storage information, and issuing false receipts.*^o Each charge 
began with a question about appropriate market boundaries—between 
one grade and another, between public and private information, between 
legitimate and illegitimate business practices—and ended with a question 
about who should have the power to set those boundaries. If people were 
to trade grain not as a physical good but as a categorical abstraction, then 
sellers and buyers were bound to fight about how to categorize it. Once 
grain grades existed, someone would benefit from intra-grade variations in 
real value. Farmers, elevator operators, grain traders, and millers could 
hardly avoid having different views about who that beneficiary should be.

Other boundaries were equally in dispute. Some believed that eleva
tor charges were too high, and would come down only if railroads and 
elevators were forced to abandon their monopolies of the city’s transpor
tation markets: shippers should be able to send grain to any elevator they 
chose, not just the one associated with a particular railroad. Grain traders 
required accurate knowledge of the grain supply to set prices, and so 
Board members and elevator operators fought with each other over the 
boundaries between public and private information: elevators, critics 
said, should be forced to release accurate statistics about the grain they 
held in store. And although no one actually defended counterfeit re
ceipts, they too marked a contested boundary, for if corrupt elevator 
operators insisted on issuing them, all elevator receipts—and with them 
the grain market as a whole—would be cast in doubt. Each of these con
flicts raised serious questions about how to maintain the necessary 
boundaries of a partitioned market and still protect that market’s integ
rity as perceived by all who participated in it. For just this reason, the 
Chicago Board of Trade and several of the city’s leading newspapers— 
not the farmers—actually led the attack against the elevators.*7*

Efforts to reform Chicago’s grain-trading institutions—to legally de-
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fine their boundaries and make them more answerable to the public— 
came to a head in the decade following 1865 as part of a much broader 
agrarian movement, identified with the Grange, whose main targets were 
the railroads.'72 In 1866, the Illinois legislature considered a bill, spon
sored by Senator F. A. Eastman of Chicago s Cook County, to regulate 
warehouses. The bill called for public elevator inspection, limits on mix
ing, mandatory publication of warehouse statistics, and open competition 
among elevators. These were all reforms that individual members of the 
Board of Trade had been proposing as ways to limit elevator abuses, 
although the Board itself had not yet taken a stand in their support. When 
members learned that the Board’s directors favored a watered-down ver
sion of Eastman’s bill, they called a mass meeting to repudiate the direc
tors’ action. At the meeting, members passed a resolution declaring that 
they believed “that there are serious abuses exerting a very depressing 
influence upon the grain trade” and therefore “that any action which may 
be taken by the State Legislature towards placing the grain warehouses of 
this city under wholesome legal restrictions will meet with the unqualified 
approbation and cordial sympathy and support of the Board.”Board 
members promptly raised funds to send a committee of one hundred to 
Springfield to lobby in support of the Eastman bill. In the meantime, 
newspapers like the Tribune published exposes that heightened agrarian 
anger about corrupt elevator practices.

To defend themselves, elevator operators apparently bribed members 
of the legislature to eliminate the most threatening provisions of the bill 
and to limit its enforcement mechanisms. They also tried to get back at 
the Board by having a friendly legislator add an amendment outlawing 
futures as “void and gambling contracts,” thereby making much of the 
Board’s market illegal. Irritating as this may have been to members of the 
Board, no one ever seriously tried to enforce the clause, and the legisla
ture repealed it in 1869. To the disappointment of farmers and Board 
members alike, the same thing happened to the elevator regulations: be
cause their enforcement depended on someone’s bringing civil suit, and 
because no one in the grain business was willing to take that risk against 
such formidable adversaries, the Warehouse Act of 1867 proved ineffec

tive from the beginning.
Political agitation against both railroads and elevators continued to 

grow, culminating as far as the Chicago elevators were concerned in the 
Illinois constitution of 1870 and the Warehouse Act of 1871. Arguing 
that the new constitution should empower the state to regulate transpor
tation and trade within its boundaries, agrarian protesters gathered in 
April 1870 in Bloomington. They were greeted upon their arrival by a 
letter from Governor John Palmer promising that “freights and all that
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relates to the transportation, storage, and sale of the products . . . of the 
country shall be relieved from the arbitrary rule of monopolies, and sub
jected to such regulations as may harmonize with reason and justice.” 
There was also a letter from the president of the Chicago Board of Trade. 
The Board’s members, he said, “feel the deepest interest in the delibera
tions of your body, and trust they may result in substantial good to the 
producing interests of the Northwest.” Those in attendance heartily 
applauded” both letters, pleased that such powerful allies had decided to 
join them: Illinois farmers and Chicago grain traders would make com

mon cause.The farmers’ meeting at Bloomington proceeded to pass a senes of 
resolutions urging the constitutional convention to reduce “unreason
able and oppressive” rates and to define unambiguously their legal 
rights to transportation and market.”!^® But they did not try to define 
those “legal rights” themselves. Indeed, they seemed to have a curiously 
abstract sense of the system that moved and marketed their crops, no 
doubt because the institutions of that system were so remote, impersonal, 
and hidden from public view. Although the farmers sought the forward- 
looking goal of having the government regulate railroad rates and eleva
tor charges, several of their suggestions looked backward to older tech
nologies and economic practices. To solve the problem of railroad 
“monopoly,” they proposed developing new canals that might provide 
alternative competitive routes, not fully understanding either the fixed- 
cost problems of railroads or the difficulty that many waterways would 
soon have holding their own competitively. They and the governor 
speculated about making the railroads true “common carriers” like high
ways and canals, allowing anyone to run trains over a given set of tracks, 
not understanding why this made less sense for railroads than for most 
other forms of transportation. And they objected to “the practice of the 
railway companies of delivering grain to warehouses . . . without the 
consent and against the protest of the grain owners and shippers,” appar
ently not fully grasping how essential elevators and their common bins 
had become to moving grain by rail.*^® The farmers did not address the 
subtleties of grading, elevator storage, or grain trading, preferring to 
express a generalized hostility toward the oppressive power of “monopo
lies.” That the problems of grain marketing might be more structural, 
built into the very system that enabled farmers to sell their crops in the 
first place, does not seem to have occurred to them.

At the Illinois Constitutional Convention itself, much of the leader
ship that proposed concrete solutions to the elevator problem came not 
from hinterland farmers like those who met at Bloomington but from 
people in Chicago who knew the city’s grain trade at first hand. Chicago-
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based publications such as the Prairie Farmer, the Western Rural, and espe
cially the Chicago Tribune led the way in arguing for government interven
tion against corrupt elevator practices. The Tribune, for instance, re
ported that among farmers in the city’s hinterland, “the name of a 
Chicago warehouseman has become a synonym with that of a pirate.... It 
may be safely affirmed that no man voluntarily sends his grain to Chicago 
who can send it elsewhere.Negative perceptions of this sort could 
only hurt the city in general, so booster editors who wished to protect 
Chicago took it upon themselves to ferret out corruption and hold it up 
for public condemnation. Because such newspapers were widely read 
throughout the state, they helped shape public thinking about the issue. 
Much of the most damaging information that farmers knew about Chi
cago’s markets came to them via the Chicago newspapers, which had in 
turn learned insider stories from grain traders at the Chicago Board of 
Trade. If, as many farmers believed, Chicago was the font of corruption in 
the grain trade, the city also pointed the way to its own redemption.

The constitution’s proposed article for regulating grain warehouses 
had in fact been drafted by none other than a committee of the Board oC 
Trade. This led at least one rural delegate to oppose elevator regulation 
as “a grain gamblers’ article, and not a farmers’ article.Another rural 
delegate thereupon leapt to the measure’s defense by declaring that al
though “this report came from the city of Chicago” and “had its manli
ness and all its garments laid on there,” he was still “willing to receive 
anything good, that may come out of evil.”*^® The Tribune's reform edi
tor, Joseph Medill, was himself a delegate and delivered what was proba
bly the convention’s most grandiloquent indictment of the elevators:

The fifty million bushels of grain that pass into and out of the city of 
Chicago per annum, are controlled absolutely by a few warehouse men 
and the officers of railways. They form the grand ring, that wrings the 
sweat and blood out of the producers of Illinois. There is no provision in 
the fundamental law standing between the unrestricted avarice of monop
oly and the common rights of the people; but the great, laborious, patient 
ox, the farmer, is bitten and bled, harassed and tortured, by these rapa
cious, blood sucking insects.**®

With the republican body politic so infested with vermin, Medill argued, 
only the law could “step between these voracious monopolies and the 
producers.” The new constitution should attack the elevator plague, save 
the farmer, and redeem Chicago at the same time.

Article 13 as it finally appeared in the 1870 constitutior^remained 
largely as Board members had written it. It designated an warehouses in 
Illinois to be “public,” thereby asserting the state’s power to regulate
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their activities and confirming a grain owner’s right to inspect the goods 
stored in such places.*®* Despite the statewide definition of public ware
houses, convention delegates understood their real target and did not 
wish to subject rural warehouse owners to needless costs and regulations. 
The most important requirements of the article therefore applied only to 
elevators in cities with over 100,000 inhabitants—and there was only one 
such city in Illinois. Elevators in Chicago were to post weekly notices of 
how much grain of each grade they had in store. To prevent them from 
issuing fraudulent receipts, they were to keep a public registry orall ouu7 
standing receipts th^ had issued. And they were forbidden to mix dif
ferent grades without permission. Furthermore, all railroads in the state 
were required to deliver grain to any elevator a shipper desired—and, if 
necessary, permit new track construction to accomplish this.**^

The Illinois legislature supplemented Article 13 in 1871 with a series 
of laws assigning the task of grain inspection to a new Railroad and Ware
house Commission that would henceforth regulate all grain movement 
and storage in the state. Much to the chagrin of Board of Trade members, 
the Warehouse Act of 1871 separated the grading system from the orga
nization that had invented it.*®® But the Board itself had abandoned inter
nal inspection of elevators in April 1870 after a dispute with elevator 
operators that may also have been an effort to lobby the constitutional 
convention for greater inspection powers. If it was a lobbying effort, the 
action backfired when the Board’s inspectors fell under a cloud that con
firmed public perceptions that they might be nearly as corrupt as the 
elevators themselves. In January 1871, the Board suddenly suspended its 
chief grain inspector, R. McChesney, after learning that he had graded as 
no. 2 oats a shipment of no. 3 oats mixed with Rejected barley, apparently 
at the behest of one of the Board’s own directors.

The Tribune used the occasion to attack the integrity of the entire 
inspection system, fanning political hostility toward the Board just as the ^ 
legislature was considering the new warehouse law. As a result, the Illi/— 

nois government took over all grain inspection in the state. But the 
Board’s original system otherwise changed little. The new state control of 
grain inspection undoubtedly helped diminish public suspicions about 
Chicago grading in general. By 1874, faith in Chicago inspection had 
been so restored that the city’s grades were accepted without dispute in 
New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Boston, Montreal, and other eastern 
ports. Disputes about the grading of individual shipments continued, but 
farmers too appear to have become more content once the state took over 
grain inspections.*®‘*

In short. Article 13 and the 1871 Warehouse Act addressed each of 
the boundary problems that had so concerned farmers, grain traders, and
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^ other elevator critics during the 1860s: grading, inspection, mixing, 
( counterfeit receipts, public grain supply statistics, and the monopoly link-
^ -V\^age between railroads and elevators. Although complaints about grain 

elevators persisted long into the future, the new legislation laid the essen
tial legal foundation for regulating any abuses that might occur.Eleva
tor operators initially contested the legality of the new laws by refusing to 
take out licenses for themselves, thereby denying that Illinois had a right 
to regulate their activities. When the state prosecuted them, public outcry 
about the case was so strong that voters changed the composition of the 
Illinois supreme court to make sure that the Warehouse Act and other 
new “Granger laws” would be declared constitutional.

Finally, in 1877, the U.S. Supreme Court issued its famous ruling in 
Munn V. Illinois, establishing forever the principle that grain elevators and 
oftTeTsuch facilities were “clothed with a public interest” and could not 
escape state regulation.^^^ The name of Ira Munn, Chicago’s leading el? 
vator operator, would henceforth be associated with the legal ruling 
which enabled state governments to regulate the boundary between pri
vate interest and public good in economic matters. In making their deci
sion, the justices were clearly impressed by what they saw as the harmful 
public consequences of monopoly power at Chicago’s grain elevators, 
but the case had much wider ramifications. As one early student of the 
subject remarked in 1928, Munn v. Illinois “was epoch making in its con
sequences,” and “through it the Granger Movement has remained an 
active force in American history to the present day.”i*7

Necessary Fictions

Chicago’s relationship to the new “public interest” as articulated in 
Munn can only be called ambivalent. On the one hand, the city’s grain 
elevaloKS had significantly benefited_;‘the public” by joining with theraiF* 
roads to liberate western farmers from the constraints of water and win
ter, vastly in^easmg tKeamount of graiiTth^at could move to market. That 

Tamers and merchants no longer needed to float rafts down prairie 
streams or haul wagons over muddy roads to sell their grain was due to 
the very railroads and elevators which now linked them so powerfully and 
troublingly to Chicago’s marketplace. The Prairie Farmer explained, “In 
connection with our immense grain warehouses, but little cessation of the 
grain trade occurs during the close of navigation, and a market is afforded 
the farmer at all times.”**®

On the other hand, elevator operators had also taken advantage of 
“the public” by seeking to profit from virtually every arnbiguofil^boumf-
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aiy in the_city^s partitioned markets. One delegate to the constitutional 
convention remarked, I am satisfied that there is no institution in the 
State of Illinois that can pile up money like the elevators in Chicago.”’®® 
The critics probably went too far in claiming that the elevators had sys
tematically “stolen” vast sums of money from the public, but the case 
against them was easy enough to make. Many of Chicago’s leading citi
zens and institutions—newspapers, politicians, grain traders, the Board 
of Trade itself—had made just that case, organizing downstate efforts to 
regulate elevator power. The willingness of these Chicagoans to criticize 
their own city suggests their genuine ambivalence about its markets. They 
attacked abuses in the interests of reform, but also to defend their own 
self-interest and to maintain the city’s dominance. In the process, they 
often found themselves tarred with the same anti-Chicago brush as the 
elevators they attacked.

No institution reflected this ambivalence more than the Board of 
Trade, which led the campaign against the elevators even as it became the 
object of similar campaigns itself. One rural delegate used almost the 
same metaphors to attack the Board and its “grain gamblers” as Joseph 
Medill had used against the elevators: “They are leeches upon commerce 
and the community, that suck the life blood out of the farmers and dealers 
in grain, without contributing anything towards the general wealth or 
productions of the country. They swarm like lice upon the body politic 
and feed and fatten upon its substance.”’®” From this perspective, those 
who stalked the floor of’Change to amass fortunes by buying and selling 
futures, cornering markets, and trading grain without adding any value to 
it shared the corruption of the elevator operators. They too stole rather 
than earned their livelihoods. They too were parasites on the honest 
labor of farmers. One rural orator declared in 1866, “The Board of Trade 
of Chicago IS one of the considerable obstructions that stand between the 
farmer and the ultimate market to which his grain must go. The different 
devices by which they shave him right and left, going through Chicago, is 
[«c] one of the greatest oppressions to which he must submit.”’®’

And yet these same traders who speculated and gambled in the golden 
products of the fields were also the people farmers depended upon to buy 
and sell their crops. Despite all the cries of fraud, corruption, and monop
oly directed against it, Chicago’s immense grain market, with all of its
speculative frenzy, served as a clearinghouse for the capital and credit N. 
that moved_westaiujQPS-LQjJi£iu^al customers. It had improved the 
eflSciency of trade and transport alike, so that many more farmers were 
able to sell much larger quantities of grain than ever before. The Board’s 
grading system had created an opportunity for elevators to skim off the 
profits hidden within individual grades, but it also created an economic '
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incentive for farmers to clean their grain and increase its value, while 
making possible the elevators’ much reduced cost of grain handling gen
erally. The daily trading on the floor of ’Change, combined with the 
constant supply of grain in the city’s elevators, created a year-round mar
ket that had never before existed, so farmers could still sell grain in the 
dead of winter. Even futures trading offered real benefits by enabling 
Buyers and sellers to contract in advance for grain deliveries, thereby 
shifting the risk of future price changes to speculators who were more 
willing or able to absorb that risk.*®^ Much more than the residents of 
Chicago’s hinterland usually acknowledged, farmers depended on the 
Board of Trade for their very livelihoods. Far from standing as an “ob
struction” between grain and its ultimate market, the floor of ‘Change 
was where grain found its final markets. As another delegate to the consti
tutional convention argued, “If there is nobody at Chicago or other great 
markets to buy grain, then the farmer does not get a reward for his 
labor.”!®®

The ambivalence of the Boardlajositiop was structural. Although it 
controlled the circumstances of Chicago’s trade, establishing the rules by 
which anyone—farmers, millers, speculators, corner runners—could buy 
and sell grain, it did not control the trade itself. It provided the stage on 
which other actors played. In serving as home to bulls and bears alike, it 
played host to as many losers as winners. Its members—who numbered 
well over twelve hundred by the 1870s—included many more small trad
ers than elevator operators, railroad corporations, or large specula
tors.*®^ Most membersjyere-gjmmitted to keeping their playing field 
leyel, resisting any presence that threatened either to become a monop
oly or to subvert the contractual rules of the trading game. Their stance 
toward the grain trade was classically liberal: they,^fended an open mar- 
l^t within the boundaries they had defined for that market, and did not 
make distinctions among those who stayed within the boundaries. Their 
liberal stance led them to fight elevator fraud, but also to accept corners 
and other peculiarities of the futures trade. This very neutrality was part 
of what made the Board suspect in the eyes of its critics. The Board could 
go so far as to write the article of the Illinois constitution governing 
warehouse regulation—and yet still seem a villain to delegates who, even 
as they voted for that article, declared their wish to “have nothing to do 
with the board of trade,” that “monstrosity in the commercial world.”*®®

Hostility toward the Board, and toward Chicago’s erain trade in gen- 
eralrflow^ffom rural suspicions that there was something not quite 
re^^something false, something dishone^—about its^markets rThe~citV~^ 
warfemarkable uTRahdling the floodtide of grain that movedlKrough its 
railroads, elevators, and ships, all of which seemed real enough. But it
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was equally remarkable for having redefined the meaning of grain within
an intricate web of market fictions, abstracting and simplifying it to facili-

ate I s movement not as a physical object but as a commodity The trad-
g of gram as a commodity was what made Chicago’s market sLm unreal 

to those who stood outside it. seem unreal
radkalllnhlir themselves
radical simplifications of the grassland ecosystem. Farm families had de-
much it I *Pe«es to make room for the
l a resuh L t Euroamerican breadbasket.

trate upon a handful of exotic grasses, and the resulting deluge of wheat 
com and other grains flowed via the railroads into cLago And there 
another simplification occurred. In their raw physical for^' wheat and

vTeTroptfTh"'*'""" ^
P P y. heir minute and endless diversity embodied the eoiial 

d.ve„..y of Che praine landscape and of che fa™,L whottd o7u “ 
.hat landscape ,n,o farncs. An older grain-markecing system had o^ 
served the line distinctions among these natural and human diversities by
Bu7as'th“* H physiral Srain and its owner

the production of western grain exploded, and as the ability to
move *t <^ame to depend on capital investments in railroads and elevators 
the linkage between a farm’s products and its property rights came to 

seem worse than useless to the grain traders of Chicago. Moving a**d trading gram m individual lots was slow, labor-intensive and costfy By
s'rac?"ho7o‘ Sniin from its ownership rights, one could make Lb. 
stract, homogeneous, h^md. If the chief symbol of the earlier markeiin.r 
systemj^sjhe sack whose encl^ure drewlc^i^^^dlri^, 7;^:;:^

of ----------------------
The original decision to remove grain from its sacks was undoubtedly 

a pragmatic one, driven by the technological possibilities of thr^L 
elevator. Probably no one foresaw that so Lple an act would have -ch 

complex consequences, imposing a new symbolic order on Chicago’s 
marketplace and distancing it from the physical universe of fields Ld 
^op, and rural nature. The shift from sack to elevator enabled gra7

paper would stand as surrogates for grain bought and sold in millions 
upon millions of invisible bushels. The shift to standard grades meant 

at those sheets of paper represented not real physical grain but abstract

changeable. Interchangeability m turn made it possible to sell grain not 
only over great distances of space bn, over extended periods of time a
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well, for the futures market depended for its existence on the standard
ized fictions that enabled traders to buy and sell grain they had never 
seen, because it did not yet exist. Those who dealt in futures extended 
the abstraction of Chicago’s market by dealmgTiot in grain, not even in 
elevar6f~receipts, but in the prices that future elevator receipts would 
bnngjvhen they finally came into being several weeks or months later.

Chicago grain traders dealt in the physical products of an agricultural 
landscape by transforming them into commodities defined by the market 
itself. Insofar as farmers were already raising corn and wheat with the 
intention of selling them, these grains had been commodities long before 
the founding of the Chicago Board of Trade. But ’Change altered their 
meaning, distancing them from the rural farm and tying them ever more 
closely to the urban market in which they were exchanged. The very 
language of the market reshaped the objects traded within it. To under- 
stand wheat or corn in the vocabulary of bulls, bears, corners, grades, and 

TtItgreT~meanrseemg grain as a commodity, not as a living organi^ 
planted anoharvested by farmers as a crop for people to mill into flour. 
Bake into bread, and eat. As one bewildered delegate to the Illinois Con- 
stitutional Convention remarked after trying to read a Chicago market 
report, “this ‘buying short’ and ‘buying long’ and the ‘last bulge’ is per
fect Greek to the grain producer of the State.”

By imposing their own order and vocabulary on the world of first 
nature, the city’s traders invented a world of second nature in which they 
could buy and sell grain as coip’T^^^ny almost independently from grain 
as crop. “In the business centre of Chicago,” wrote a bemused visitortfr^ 
1880, “you see not even one ‘original package’ of the great cereals.”*®® In 
Chicago, the market turned inward upon itself to trade within its own 
categories and boundaries. Although the futures market marked the most 
significant step in this direction, an equally symbolic change occurred in 
1875. In that year, the Board of Trade decided that its own member
ships—roughly two thousand in number—should be offered for sale in 
the open market, to be bought and sold as commodities in their own 
right. This “policy of making these memberships merchandise” would 
henceforth be the way people acquired the right to trade on the floor of 
’Change, offering their services to anyone on the outside who wished to 
buy or sell grain there.*®® By this decision, the Board began to conduct a 
market in the market itself: boxes within boxes within boxes, all mediat
ing between the commodified world inside and the physical world out
side.

Physical grain did not, of course, disappear from the Chicago market, 
obscured though it might be behind the various fictions of grain as com
modity. The success or failure of crops and the dietary needs of people
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around the world—however abstract these might have seemed from the 
floor of ’Change—remained the ultimate conditions of supply and de
mand underlying even the most commodified of grain markets.**®® The 
Board of Trade’s greatest problems always occurred on the boundaries 
where its market fictions intersected with the real world. When specula
tors cornered the futures market, they succeeded because trapped traders 
really did have to meet expiring contracts with physical grain. Farmers 
believed Chicago was robbing them because standard grades really did 
obscure legitimate differences in the value of grain shipments, thereby 
creating innovative opportunities for “theft.” People struggled about 
grading, mixing, and trading grain because Chicago’s market abstrac
tions did finally connect with the real world. Grain as crop and grain as 
commodity maintained an uneasy truce on the floor of ’Change, a truce 
that remade the agricultural landscape of the Great West.


